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past
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for
Who
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instead
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Bradford Armstrong, Thomas
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assistant superintendent.
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service
Closing song, "We'll Work Till week for a tonsil operatioh.
sincere, and effective
Boyd Gilbert was in Paducah '
of all the classes.
charge
in
are
supand earnest
Jesus Comes."
Tuesday in interest of completing
Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie St John secretary; loyal
at 10:4.5 a. no
Worship
Morning
fellow board-member
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have moved to Hamel and wfil port as a
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who
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seriously
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for
sick
Leather Cunningham arrived Fri- was admitted to the William Mason and daughter, Bettye Jo, of Lone
Prayer meeting Wednesday evthe prow of the boat where he
Mr. and Mrs Lewis Brown of ill at her home in West Hazel.
day treeing to spend the week end Memorial Hospital last Thursday Oak. have returned home after a
loved to feel the spray of the fu- ening at 7:15 o'clock.
Paducah
were
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John
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with his parents. lar and Mrs. for treatment.
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visit in Murray.
"And let us bestow thought on
day.
moved with his family to Hazel to ture against his face", therefore,
Claude Cunningham He is in the
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We have-tbe
one another with a view to arousA. & 8Detachensent. Fart Kraut.
Mx. and Mrs. Bowman St. Jahn make his Mem with his father-in- be it resolved
XX SHOES that we hare ever mother. Mrs.. T. Y. Brinn.
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H. C. BROACH.
Superintendent of Sewers
SHOWS INCREASE
., The Kreger Grocery„ Cr,n- par.,
has shown an increase in businesduring the management of Clyde
Brown of the past few months and
Mr, Brown is proud ofobis accomphshment and salary increase that
ingingted..

choirs will
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!scaliest colors to
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woodwork sew
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hours! Try- itoerics-dries in four
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it.
- yiee'll like
Plot Size

,
Not just a pair
things must be had.

of pants, coat and

Us* it on Anne hinsoure!

S-W Polish-al

17 milk cows, a!! tested for
T. B., contagious abortion

79c

and sp.
Brushes--10c
S-W
"
•

Dex- Linoleum
Varnish
$1.10 quart
.4•Ad
.:_.‘,Bright••11
liholyour
:Protect
um with De-x. Dries
in 1 hour.:

arr. 5-

• 7

.No other Furniture Polish like le
Get acqueinted oNer-one bogie
. to a customer et this •
'price-with our coupon
ipe
it the ststr .
(regain pike 25r)
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taGla. Self Polishing

S-W Floor Wax
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lasids's Wool Applicator
Was floors the sort woy
nohltirea, CO polish.
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99c
ascot
for

79c

Step Is bitty for YOUR copy of

The Home Decorator
40 pages of up-to-the-roint.te ideas
In L. color. It's free. Sum* Is
GET YOURS NOW!

MURRAY PAINT & WALLPAPER COMPANY '
---4

:7'.
Phone 323
North Fourth Street
Only Exclusive Mint arid Wallpaper sums In 'Murray

PAINT

INEADQUARTERS

and mastitis. All in gcod
flesh.
1 Jersey bull of fine stock,
can be registered.
1 mule and 2 mares, all are
good work animals.
About 75 white leghorn
hens.
Farming Implements—Ow
Farman tractor and plows
One hay baler, one silage!
cutter, 2-horse wagon, 1
wheat drill, mowing machine, hay rake, corn
sheller, garden tools, and
other items too numerous
to mention.
One 1934 Plymouth 2-door sedan.
, several hundred lbs. baled no,.
ZOO concrete blocks for building. about 500 hooks on -various
subjects.
Mouseholdannd Kitchen Furniture
-Majestir' Radio, live beds. one
Ice bus, heating stose. oil cook
stove. etc..
TERMS MADE KNI")'.VN ON DAY
OF SA I.F.
T. H. STOKES and Mrs. M410.1.
PULLEN AdmrS.
C. W. DRINKARD, Auctioneer.

vest.

patterns,

New spring

first quality,
45 inches
wide

Other
Rayon

Quality
,Style
' Pattern

fini

Thursday, March 19
10 o'clock
at home of the late J. S.
Pullen at Murray, Ky.,
just west of College on
Mayfield highway.

OIL CLOTH

What Is A Suit?

PUBUC SALE

Ferri'

First Quality

'

C.

Lace Trimmed

WASH' DRESSES

TAFFETA SLIPS

39

Cut full length,

quality in an

ear a
Don't
"Quack" Snit. It's
not fair to yourself.
A good suit costs
no More—in fact.

splendid

regular sizes

36-inch Brown

DOMESTIC"
Good grade
for many
purposes.
Limit 10 yds.

LESS.

Spring

Women's

Guaranteed
Ala'? 4ttractive &Ores,
all sizes

fast colors.

49t

16•••=1

HI

5c

REAL
SUITS
"

*omen's

$24.5°

Several
styles in
ties and
straps

Hyde Park

$1

Cut full,

new

attractive

39

39

made, two

sastir

alas!
shade

—all sizes
Women's Rayon

eye,.
New Shoes

81-inch Brown

STEP-INS

SHEETING
Splendid grade, wide
brown sheeting, smooth
finish, an
outstanding
low price .

for Men and Boys

22c

$1.95 up
New Spring
SWEATERS
by Cooper
$2.95

Good weight rayon knit,
attractively
made

10

Boys' 2 to 16-Year

• lb

OVERALLS

44

Good grade blue denim,
plenty of

big pocketa

FACTORY CLOSE-OUT 6000 PAIRS PANTS MADE
TO SELL AT $1.95

In lao t

MOLESKINS, TWILLS,

Corn Austin Co.
Where Men Trade

well

big pockets

leads the field as

Neu 'Polo Shit ts-Manhataan. Bradley or Enro. $1.50.
es erything men a ear-brand'sew.

V
heaut
free
pairs
memi
not o

WORK SHIRTS

FOOTWEAR

to

,144

White

CORDS,

DRILLS, HEAVY

Bought at tremendous sacrifice from one of the country's largest mane
tarturer of pants and passed on to Mir elastomers at this ridiculously loss
price-A vast selection of dark and medium patterns from which to
diem* la all st alit and length sizes. PAIR

COVERTS

98c

J
p.

_
•11

•

•

45
•
•

•

•
•

•
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•
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lbs. Joe T. Lovett, 111dIter

Mom NW Pima,

0 ET
Erni ter this page should be submitted eel later lima 'Pasedley
aftereotut meh week.
Arts And Crafts To
Meet
The Arts and Crafts Club will
The Lynn Grove Missionary So- most Wednesday. March 18, at the
ciety met on March 7 at the home home of Mrs. Albert Lassiter with
of Mrs. B. W. Story with Mrs. Mrs. Lassiter as host.
• Bun Crawford leader.
Lynn Grove Missionary Society
Meets

Kra iee T. Parker
Entertains
Friday afternoon Mrs. Joe T.
Parker was host to a theatre party
to see the picture "Ah, Wildernem!"
taken from Eugene O'Neill's beloved stage play.
During an extended visit with
her daughter, Mrs. Lawrence Sande and Mr. Sando, in Los Angeles,
Mrs. Parker saw the stage production "Ah, Wilderness!" at the El
Capitart 'Theatre in Hollywood,
Starring the late Will
Calif.
Although it
Rogers in person.
brought the highest price ever
paid by the screen for a stage
play it did not in her opinion compare with the play on 'the stage in
which the genial Rogers was at his
best in this human interest story.
Helen Mint who was shown on
the screen also portrayed the part
of the Belle on the stage. None of
the other screen players were in

IS IN MURRAY TO
ASSIST YOU

our

FOE
WATCH
UNCLE HEM

Some of these days Hon. Ben
Johnson will crack his whip under
the dancing feet and the firlItet_ Y
tail of the -"Smart Ames who Peek
his job. And when they come'clAin
to earth to sit down, the ground.
will be cut from under, and a
large and deep hole will be there
them. Mr. Johnson has
TRENTON, N. J.. March 11— Dr. to receive
not played the hard game of poliJohn F. Condon, the -Jafsie" of the tics more than fifty years without
Lindbergh kidnap ransom negotia- knowing how it is played WdaYtions, homeward bound today from Watch your step, boys, for he is
a vacation in Panama. was heading a buzz-saw and torqado combined
into a probability he will be sub- in action, and strikes with the
jected to a renewed questioning fury and intensity of an outraged,
parent protecting its young. Heads,
about the case.
guts, hide and bones will be scatk cuirmoTrokk Adageh 41 ti,ov 'Jared elk tryer the Capitol lawn
eminent ownership and operation when he gets throtigh with you.
of munitions plants and naval And, most certainly, you will be
shipbuilding yards will be recom- due all the mmisbeigni
mended by the Senate munitions Glasgow times.

The French attitude was described after Flandin had coteversed
Ambassador
this morning with
Potemkin of Soviet Russia, the
nation with whicn France signed
the military assistance pact upon
which Hitler stated he based his
denunciation of the Locarno Treaty.

itakr`

••

YOU TOO WOULD
BE SOLD ON

• II a."Top

6 REASONS WHY
We Merit Your
Business!

EVERYTHING STERILIZED
ALL GARMENTS SEPARATED
PURE SELECTED SOAP
PURE RAIN SOFT WATER
SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT
PROMPT SERVICE
We solicit your business because we 1'i-writ your
business ... services economical and always satisfactory.

MURRAY LAUNDRY
Phone 303

R. M. POLLARD, Manager
5

'

HELP YOURSELF
TO A PAIR OF
SILK HOSE

r—
•

FREE
We'll give you this pair of
beautiful silk stockier,' absolutely
free when you have purchased 12
pairs of Rollins from us. Your
membership in our hosiery Club
sot, only saves dollars for you, but
assures you the sane high quality
always. Knee lengths in all spring

$3.95 up
SUITS $10.95 up
HATS $1.95 up

Join
Our

REGAL DRESS
SHOPPE

ROLLINS
Hosiery

National Hotel Building
CLUB
GLADYS SCOTT

Birthday Diluter Friday
On Friday, March 6, Mr. and
Mrs. W. S. Kelso honored their
son, Uric F. Kelson, on his 39th
•
birthday with a dinner.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
J. R. Kelso, Mr. and Mrs. J. G.
Kelso, Miss Laura Kelso, Mrs. Oda
Walker, Earnest Kelso and son
plen, Mr. and Mrs. Uric Kelso and
little daughter Isabel, and Mr. and
Mrs. W. S. Kelso.
Dyer-Shrost Wedding
A wedding of much interest to
their many friends, is that of
Dyer to Jack
Miss Josephine
Shroat.
The popular young couple were
united in marriage by Bro. Ben;sce gwrt at his home on FebThe only attendants
were Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dumas, and
Mrs. Brown.
For the ceremony the bride, a
retty blond, wore a suit of navy
blue, with white accessories. They
will be at their home on North
Sixth street where their many
friends wish them much happiness.

Hospital News

NEW SPRING-•
DRESSES

MRS.

/

committee us one of four sePita.%
it is now preparing on its two year
iruiu.trY into the causes of war,.

We know that we could easily show you why we
changed to GeneralIs — — you would _understand and
appreciate the fact that we took over this leading tire
line . If you are one of our many regular customers, you
would thank us for the change and at the end of the conversation

"IncOMe Tax Accountant"

•

V

are 'reposed.
"The only way in which Hitleave the
will
ler's troops
Ithinelend is for the Lemma
signatories to drive them out,
bet a stitch in time saves

If We Could
alio You
Like This

'Thomas L.
McNutt

dk
AP

soon would uk Congress for between $1,000,000,000 and $1,500,000,000 for continuing his work relief
program were dropped in Senate
circles today as Democrats eatared a twin defense of the WHA
and PWA.

PARIS, March 9—France, with
FRANKFORT, Ky., March 10—
of support for her protest
pledges
NEW YORK, March 9—Dr. John
name of Governor Chandler
The
against German reoccupation of
F. (Jafste) Condon. intermediary
was brought into the legislative inher
position
saw
the
Rhine
zone,
in the Lindbergh baby kidnaping,
we.kened tonight by an apparent vestigation of alterations in the rewas quoted by ship cruise con- British desire to negotiate a new organisation
when
today
bill
Brooks L. Hargrove, testified he
ductor today as saying that he European peace treaty.
was advised the Governor knew,
"could not return home" from
before the Senate roll call, that the
FRANKFORT, Ky., March
Cristobal, C. Z., "because 'they'
Challenging them to do their "level bill had been tampered with.
won't let me."
best" and to balance Kentucky's
PARIS, March 11—A high source
NASHVILLE, Tenn., March 9-- budget for the next two fiscal
will
The city of Knoxville has won in years starting July 1 of this year, declared today that France
unless
the Supreme Court the right to Governor Chandler today started quit the League of Nations
her demand
set up and operate a municipal off his third legislative session by Great Britain backs
competition revealing to members of the Gen- that Reichsfuehrer Hitler withsystem in
electric
Rhinewith the Tennessee Public Service era! Assembly that they will short- draw his troops from the
Company, but the legality of COSI- ly be called upon to raise between land.
--irresiglellees fry new- Art aottivertiteete.-estak-- 11.009tega
—ria- and power
trellif Tor lb
dared:
tames.
left undecided.
"We know war is coming in
WASHINGTON, March 10—In- two years anyhow. We might
BERLIN, March 9—Germany, exwhile we
pressing disappointment at France's timations that President RoosevelA 44 well have it now,

The following program was pre& P. W. Club
sented:
Meets Tonight
The B. & P. W. Club will meet
Song, Jesus Calls Us Over the
tonight in the club rooms for a
Tumult.
n•ss 12. 5.0.
.u.adar dinner meetinLn An interesting
arrangezr
Prayer, Miss Mallon Crawford.
Mrs. Parker's guests included
all members are invited to attend.
Mrs. Clyde Downs, Mrs. Gregg
Worship and Meditation: "RoadMiller, Mrs. George Gatlin, and
makers and Roadrnenders", by
A. A. U. W. Meets
Mrs. Wallace MeElrath.
Mrs. Joel Crawford.
Tuesday
After the show a 'specially preMissionary Topic: "The Social
The regular meeting of the A. A. pared ice course and salad plate 411101.1•111111M1110111
Settlement—a Trail Blazer", by
U. W. was held Tueaday. March was served at the H. P. Wear Drug
Mrs. Nix Harris. Mrs. Hardy Rog- 10,
with membership couldttee in Store.
ers, and Mrs. E. E. Douglass.
charge of the program of witlech
Story for the Month: "Student in
Miss . Beatrice Frye is chairman. Hosts At
Pance College", by Mrs. E. H.
Miss Mary Coleman gave a directDinner
James.
ors report and the principal adThe Murray members of the
Song.
dress was given by Walter Black- Vanderbilt University Alumni were
Boxinefa. by Mrs. B. W. Story.
burn on the -Composition of Mat- hosts to a dinner Wednesday evMissionary News.
ter."
eping at the National Hotel comDelegate for annual meeting at
Books for study for the April plimenting four members of the
Union City, Term., in April, will
meeting "Vein Rron" by Ellen Vanderbilt faculty.
They were:
be Miss Manon Crawford.
Glasgow and "Lucy Gayheart" by
A letter of appreciation. from Willa Cather. The next meeting Irby Hudson, Fred J. Lewis, Dr. W.
Mrs. F. B. Crouch, who is just will be at the home of Mrs. B. Jewell, and Dr. W. J. Campback from the hospital, was read Franklin Inglis who will lead the bell.
The visiting educators inspected
society.
discussion Monday APralL.--..or
ray lUgh School and Use
"uOl• nine members and
Murray. Training school Thursday,
five visitors.
DoWkrr-Darnall Marriage
today.
Dismissal, a short 'prayer by Via,
Announced
Members of the Alumni are: Lid
'Douglass. •
Announcement,has been made of Filbeck, Dr. Will H. Mason, Dr.
The next meeting will be :held
the marriage of Miss Ruth Neale Rob M. Mason, Miss Evelyn Linn.
with Mrs. E. H.,James.Book.
Darnall,_Of Hardin. Ky., and Joe Min Dense Overall. Dr. Herbert
Jr' of Dawson Springs, Dreanon, Clifton Thurman, and
on Wednesday morning, March 4, Dr. Hugh Houston.
at 11 o'clock in the parsonage of
the Methodist Church in Clinton,
-Missionary Society
Ky. The single ring ceremony was Geaken
Meats
read by the Rev. Ray Pafford.
The Goshen Missionary Society
The attractive bride was attired
with Mrs. Will Ray Tuesday,
in navy .blue soi.L. with WY& fox met
all day meeting.
March
trim, and grey accessories.
Opening Song, Guide Me 0 Thoa
Mrs. Darnall is the younger
Great Jehovah.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs D. K.
Scriptbre. Gen. 12:1-9, Mrs. J. E.
Booker of Hardin. She received
her B.S. degree from Murray State Waldrop.
Prayer, Mrs. Luck Lawson.
College in 1935. She has just reSong, 0 Sometimes The Shadows
an
extended
cently returned from
Deep.
Are
visit with her aunt in AlbuquerReading and Meditation: Road
que, N. ?&
Makers and Rdad Menders, Mrs.
Mr. Darnall is the son of Mr.
Johnnie Walker.
—011—
and Mrs. Joe Darnall _Of Clinton,
Reacting,'A Trail- Blazer of Home
KY.: and has a position with the
for
REFUND of March 12, 1936 Standard Oil Co., in Dawson Missions, and Blazing the Way
Better Health, Mrs. Untie Jones.
Springs, Ky.
SALES TAX
Blazing the Way for Recreation,
Immediately after the ceremony,
(Kentucky)
Mrs. Donnye Waldrop.
they were entertained with a
Blazing the Wax for Better Eduthe home of the
luncheen In
osed Refund on groom's parents in Clinton. After cation, Mrs. Clay Brewer.
Blazing the Way in Trail Reform,
--Processing Tax
being -honored at a 6 o'clock dinMrs. Will Ray.
ner by the bride's parents in HarBlazing the Way in Establishing
DawFLOOR STOCK-1-6-1936 din, they left by motor forare
Mrs. Johnnie
at National Agencies,
they
where
son
Springs
and Refund from April
Walker.
home at 411 Keagon Avenue.
Money",
Reading. "Jesus and
1, 1936 (Adviser)
Agness Kemp.
Reading from the Conference
Treasurer. Stella Ray.
Report on Christian Social Relation, Mrs. J. E. Waldrop.
Delegates elected to the April
Missionary Conference, Mrs. Donnye Waldrop and Mrs. Otto Swarm.
Minutes of last meeting read.
Benediction, Mrs. Mary J. Ray.
Nineteen members were present.
•
•• •

/

curt refusal of her offer of a peace
pact, today awaited the meeting
of the teague of Nations council
Friday to decided whether she
will further estrange herself from
the former allies.

STATE
and
NATIONAL-
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Patients admitted to the Mason
Hospital the past week:
Mrs. A. W. Roddy. Lane, Term.;
T. W. Guthrie, Hazel; Mrs. Rubin
Morrii, Murray; "Mrs. T. D. /lurch,
Martin; Miss Conna Mae 'Miller,
Murray; Mrs. Elva tee Wilson,
Murray; Miss Betty Armstrong,
Latonia, KY.: Mrs. W. M. Holloman, Kenton, Ky.; Tom Womble,
Greenfield„ Tenn.
the
from
Patients dismissed
Mason Hospital the past week:
Elgin, Hopkinsville;
.Menielan
Earnest JohnSon. Hickman: John
Harpole, Blandville: Alvin Downs,
Murray; T. W. Guthrie. Hazel;
R. Jackson. Arlington;
Marvin
Miss tonna Mae Miller, Murray;
Gene Langston Sharder, Hazel;
James Maurice Evans, Kevil: Mrs.
Lillie Wireback. Camden; William
Vannerson,, Paducah; Robert Shelby, -Wing(); Berthal Kinkade. Litchfield.

"

GENERALS
"America's Quality Tires"

days and with exMany of our friends and customers have inspected the new General Line in the past few realize we are offerwill
YOUTOO
pression of all who have visited our stockroom indicates conclusively that
Mg you an outstanding tire value in GENERALTIRES.

Special Half Ton Truck
Operators
Can now secure a
SPECIAL COMMERCIAL
HEAVY DUTY TRUCK
TIRE
which will easily carry the overload which is more or less
practiced by those who
operate pick-up
trucks.
WE INVITE YOU TO CALL
AND INSPECT THIS SPECIAL HEAVY DUTY
COMMERCIAL
TRUCK TIRE
You will be highly pleased
with the appearance, construction and performance.

Are You Buying a New Car?
Our stock of Blow-Out Proof Generals
includes a complete line of 1936 sizes. Ask
about our specail change-over plan—taking
off equipment tires and giving you the advantage of riding on Blow-Out Proof GENERALS right from the start.

Ask Us About the G. T. A. C.
Finance Plan
We offer liberal trade-in allowance
and easy payment plan

We will offer

GENERALS
THE BEST TIRE
—at—

COMPETITIVE
PRICES
Everyone admits'that GENERALS
are the best tires and most everyone
has the idea that GENERAL TIRES
sell for mor.e. That is because the public has naturally assumed that the
BETTER tire made by GENERAL is
WORTH more than other makes of
tires. In many places, GENERAL
TIRES do sell for more than other
brands and enjoy a large sale because
many people are willing to pay Thore
for General's superior quality ,and
value.
You simply get MUCH MORE for
the satne MONEY.
Come in today and see the new 1936 GENERALS and compare their quality and price
uith any make tire sold by anybody.

Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
East Main Street

CALLOWAY COUNTY'S ONLY HOME OWNED OIL COMPANY
T. 0. BAUCUM, General Manager
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 208

s
.144
4-0)1

a

ii
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PA4E FOUR

I as well as meet their present needs,
'OulS'Guthrie. while a.ssisting Al- •
The actual amount which could be
sic Cooper aod Curtis' Trees in
•
paid
farmers would vary foes
timber on the Claud Coats farm
' region to region iind from tarns
in Henry county last Thursday. inPrayer services will be held Satflicted a very painful wound to
Secretary of Agriculttire Henry to farm, according to the prourday evening at the home of Mrs.
his foot with an ax. He wt4. taken A. Wallace explained the new farm ductivity of the soil, and in the
Minnie Smotherman.
to a hospital where several stitches program at p meeting of prom- South, according to the soil-de'Mr. and Mrs John Cathcart and were necessary to close thewound nent farmers of the South at Mem- pleting crop from which diversion
IlLysz_Bettie Wicker. Lee Can-away and he will be disabled several phi; last week. Leslie Ellis. rep- was made to a soil-conserving
mad daughter all Of the Kelly weeks. Mr. Guthrie' is a son of resentative from
•
this county crop. ""
seiglpl district. attended the prayer Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Guthrie and brought back the message deliversergiaes held at the home of Mr. recently, with his Staff!, moved to ed by Secretary Wallace and the
and Mrs. Cully Nesbitt last Sat- near Smotherman school house.
following is the portion that is of
urday. Come again, you gave insMaster Richard Nesbitt, while most interest to Calloway farmers:
Pilelition to the services.
making "Tom Walkers", chopped . As . developed for discussion ks
I Continuer from Page One)
J. C Phillips has,refisrned home off the eri'd of his left thumb with these regional conferences, the plan
after spending several months in a hatchet. He was taken to a proposed a system of conservation
ward
to Murray's acceptance and
doctor for treatment but is doing payments to farmers who wish to
Detroit.
participate.
This plan proposes plans for entering the Southern
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Craig and nicely now.
Bro. Gregory of Murray filled that 11) a moderate soil-mainten- elimination tournament for the
son Robert spent, the week end
with Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Paschall his regular appointment at Oak trice payment be made for each Olympics to which both Western
Grove Saturday and Sunday.
acre, up to a maximum. planted to)
and family.
and Murray nave Peen Invited.
Mr. and Mrs Dwight Boyd and soil-conserving
o r „soil-building
James and Ila Nell Nesbitt, chilGetting back to the Western
d/yrs of Tom Nesbitt, recently re- sons, Johnie Pat and Ralph after crops or devoted to approved soil
Sinking' cbnservation .practire in 1936, and game sports writers at Jackson
at
services
ceigN their eighth grade diplomas. attending
said:
a lar er soil-im rovement
Pagaes is 15 and ha Ne11 -13 and Spring Sunday morning, spent the
ma
men per acre
or eac
a
y
aunt, Mrs. Cully Nesbitt.' and faze- acre shifted from soil-depleting the tourney here Tuesday night it
was a toss-up on whether the title
Terciris In soil-conserving or sailTom
sewsres is, _slaying.
would go to Murray or to Bowbuilding crops. provided that this
dau t r. Mrs. Roy Pool
ling Green. Western. Played 'caupayment would be made only-lfp
.
who has .beent
tiously during the early mintatea
to a specified maximum percent.'
bedfast - -for several. of the first half as Murray 'New
manths.
ate. The maximum percentage of
away to a slight lead. The Thprchange in use of land on which
Jim and Bob Erwin have a new
Quallibredss Wete On ton, 15 LA 11
- would be made
extto- swindinttts-trr-etrarge-- their ----itsontinuerstroes- Pexe-ene*--at the half.
be established for a region or a .
radio batteries. thus avoiding deDespite their sterling pertomfor
the
purpose
„of
State
assuring.
lar_Of battery recharging.
take on. the Ohio. Only in this
apose
Tuesday night Murray only
maintenance
of
an
adequate
supply
Mrs. Grace /hicks of. Bruceton. way is it possible for us la deplaced one man an the all-star
of commodities grown principally
Tab. visited her sister. Mrs. Leslie
team selected
.
by officials iirka
e what type of dam on'me_ .in
that region or State, and of
.
ErIB._ last
sports writers foilewing the cone Pleasant Grove Missionary I lower Tennessee will best serve keeping within budget limitations,
test. He was- Phillips, ThoroughSociety met last Thursday after- the permanentneeds 'of the -Ten- The amount of the soil-improvebred guard."
ment payment would vary accordmain with Mrs. Dennis Boyd. A
system"'
First Team
ing to productivity of the land.
speeial feature of the program was
Mr Gregory was promised
Mutrhler. forward. Western Ky.
aq,„ interesting
talk , by
Mrs. ther Information" from Dr. Morgan The soil-maintenance paythent per
Reed, forward, Western Ky.
acre on land already in soil-buildLouise Gupton. one of the mem- l"within a few weeks".
McCrocklin. center, Western, Ky.
ing crops would assist farmers
best who with her husband' had
Brooks, guard. Louisiana Tech.
who have been' following good
been in Detroit the past year. Mrs.
Mayfield Raising Fimila
Phillips. guard. Murray 'State.
Genston spoke of a Sunday School
systems
of
farming
to
continue
MAYFIELD. Ky.. March 10Second Team
teacher of that city who often Funds foe .expenses for a local arid improve their systems. This
Burdette, forward, Miirray.
admonished each of ber class to delegation to go from Mayfield payment also would help farmers
Graham, forward, Murray.
'examine themselves and see how to Washington, D.. C.. in behalf of whose'farming systems have been
McKlel. center. Murray.ss
they-stood with God
There are an appropriatiqn for a paler dam so fig out of balance that in the
Mearlara, guard. Western.
lots of Kentucky people in De- on the-lower Tennessee river, are first year they could qualify only
Carroll, guard. Murray.
troit. (The prible adroa•Cshes ass being raised by popular subscrip-• for this type of grant.
The box score:
.seinblp -for-7iver-ship and 34•si. asThe larger soil-improvement payOfficials -of the Lower TenMurray
(28) Pos. Western (28)
sume He will be present where nessee Valley Association at a ments would allow these farmers
Burdette 5
F
Mutchler 15
two Or three are gathered together meeting held in Murray last week who have been forced into..intensGraham 7
F
Reed 6
in 111 name.' Are you on each decided that each county would fi- ive systems of farming in order
lifeKbel
,C
McCrockllti
Sabbath where you would want to nance its own delegation to the to -make both ends meet" to
0
Phillips 4
Garner 3
change to a more extensive type
be should it' be your last day on meeting
Carroll 6 *
G
Meacham 2
of farming that would protect the
earth'. Help cheer someone by
Substitutions: Western Dudgeon,
-your ya
„It pays to read the etsisettee-silia uture .PrethirtiVity- of..,Ahnia. forma
foliliaNurraTAltirTeffi:
Graham 2, McKeel 2. Phillips 2.
Carroll: Western: Mutchler 3, MeCrocklin 2. Garner 2, Meacham,
Dudgeon.

S•
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rorray

MRS' FOR
CONTSST rndn and medIUM- 1150/1711110•,SPONSORED BY HOME DEPART- to 1,500 lbs. good and choice 10.00
common 8.006110.00; med4w
=NT OF WOMAN'S CLUB sv10.75:
ium 7.00.4 11.50.
I. All verses submitted must be
original.
N. Y.
2. Verses must be written legibly
YORK, March 11-Live
NEW
on only ear side of paper.
freight:
3. Grade of contestant must ap- poultry steady to firm;
prices unchangpear at top of page and name sif fowls 22-25, other
chickens 21; broileri
contestant and name of school at ed; express:
12-27; fowls 23-25; other prices unbottom of page.
4. Contestants may submit any changed.
number of verses, but no person
TAKES OVER LUNCIr
will be eligible for more than one
prize.
Paul Jones, son of Mr." did Mrs.
5. Verses not receiving prizes are
Harmon Jones, has taken over the
eligible for Honorable Mention.
6. A prize will be awarded the
We are 30 thankful for this beau- lunchroom operated by Everett
Named On Important Legislative best verse in each of the following tiful
weather. Folks are busy Holifield on the Southwest corner
•
Council
groups:
cleaning yards and making plant- of the square for several months.
Ben Grogan, Calloway cpunty
Young Jones has been connected
la)First, second, and third grades. beds.
Lunch for
representative, has been honored
with the Postoffice
(b)Fourth, fifth, and sixth grades.
Mrs. Opal Arnett moved to Mcsometime and is capable to handle
by the speaker or the house and
tc),Innior High School.
Kenzie. Tenn., the past week to
its members by being named a
his new business venture. He took
id/Senior High SchOo.
join her husband, Bro. Arnett. who
member .sif the Legislative council,
charge Tuesday morning.
e
on eat is open to any student
Ligon Bruce has been on the
ministration's reorganization bill. attending the Murray Graded and
sisk,slist but is better.
Mr. Grogan has been rightful-' High School, the Training School.
Mrs. Verbs Pittman and daughly recognized during the session the DoUglas School, or the Murray
The office of Dr. W. H. Graves,
ter Betty Pearl of Murray visited
and this appointment confirms his State College.
.
yers_
deceased. will be open for m
last
Cole
liasbel,
Mrs.
her. mother.
worth as a member of the legisla- 8. Manuscripts may be submitted
at days for the handTitill'a se_
week.
ture. He is one of the five named to the grade teacher or to the EngAll persons owing acCris Shultz has started rebuild- counts.
from the House to the council and lish teachers of the high schools
counts are kindly a'sked to make
ing his home that burned a few
representes the First Congressional -and the college.
-settlement-at th_e_ earliest conveniweekS-agn-----payment will be greatDistrict and Western Kentucky.
9. Contest closes May 1.
Clarence Canter has been' con- ence. Early
With the passage and signing of 10. All prizes will be awarded by
IS, appreciated.
fined to his bed for several weeks '
the reorganization bill, the work a group of selected judges whose
Mrs. W. H. Graves
with illness
of the re-orgariization commission decisions wW be final.
has been finished and the legislative councif is in a measure to
supplant the commission. The legislative,council is however appointed by the speaker of the house
EAST ST . LOUIS, 111., March
irtley and confirmed by the
house and the president of Senate 11-Hogs 6,500, market steady,
appoints five to this body of ten, top 10.60; 170-230 lbs. 10.454.10.00;
The other four from the house are: few 270 lbs. 10.10010.10;s 140-160
Dr. B. F. Shields, Charley Wiley.* lbs. 9.85010.35; few 10.40;' 100-130
Wash and Grease
Harry Davis and Marion McCarthy. lbs. 8.504/9.40; southern pigs down
51.25
Job .
Governor Chandler, an ex-officio to 6.50: sows 8.654,9.00.
_ 75c
Wash only
Cattle 2,000, calves 1,500; market
reeniper of the eavingl, will ap75e
Grease only
poinr fiVe administhitive depart- aiteady to strong on steers. mired
ment head to serve on the council yearlings and rowsteff strong;
e3315:
WASH, POLISH and WAX JOB for
with the legislators. Lieut. Gover- bulls weak; vealers Unchanged.
higher;
Guaranteed No. 1 Job, yet cheapest in Murray
nor Johnson is ex-officio chair- steers 7.255.7.65, some
man. The council will recommend mixed yearlings and '.cowstuff 6.75
COMPLETE FILLING STATION SERVICE. TIRE AND
BATTERY, SALES AND SERVICE
legislation to the various General 417/5; cows 4.755i5.75; cutters and
low cutters 3.504(4.25; sausage bulls
Assembly sessions.
6.25; vealers 900; nominal range;
steers 5.500S10.74; heifers 5.504S
GETS IS DAYS
STANDARD STATION AT COLLEGE
‘
9.00; slaughter steers 550-1,100 lbs
-wr
Delbert Ning, ottlies „Ftast side of s_good and choice 7.754J10.30; cornthe county, was sentenced to 15
days in jail in a hearing before
Judge E. P. Phillips Friday mornKing was sentenced on a
ing
breach of the peace charge in connection with the alleged assault cm
Clint Donelson
s. Fount Walker.
and Sam Milled.' also implicated on
the charge, had previously compromised.

Farm Program
.s
Given By Wallace s

S. Pleasant Grove

..e.m.Srms
Mos. Lunn' _Waldrop
--Mr.
of Paducati- visited Mrs. fiery,
Lemons and Mr. and Mrs. G. Lemons Sunday.
litMr. and Mrs. Hoyt Jones and '
tle daughter Linda Jane moved
to Murray last week.
Claude Kemp and son Bud were
Mayfield' business visitors Saturday.
Arthur Kemp and 'son G. T.
visited Oscar Kemp near Murray
Saturday.

Ben Grogan

rouvriy

SIAA'Champs Are .
‘, Royally Greeted

a

Gregory - Plans • Joint
Meet ,in Washington

-

TOLLEY & CARSON

CRASS,'IFJ 1E13
AIME-1111111SIINQ

FOOD MARKET ,
,E,VERYTHING TO EAT

Canned goods, best of fresh meats-Swift's Top
'Beef. Everything in fresh vegetables, garden seeds,
plants and seed potatoes.. ,

FOR SALE-60,000 lbs. hay, 40c
per hundred. Also corn for sale.
ltp
J ,M. Peeler at Penny.

hand,

single or
We are ilis ibutors of TOPMOST and RICHELIEU goods.4 WANTED-farm
married, to work for wages. J. F.
RING US YOUR EGGS and CREAM
• I Morris. Puryear R. 3.
lip

WE DELIVER

PHONE 37

FOR SALE-Soy bean. Red top
and Jap Hay. Nevan Wall, Hazel,
MI9p
Route 3
FOR RENT-3 unfurnished rooms
for light housekeeping near the
College.
See Emma J. Helm,
ltp
South 15th street.

l

debating tour of the South. Miller
and Harlan recently won she
Southern Debating tournament and
have gained a national reputation.
Miller was ,selected as the "best
debater' at the Mid-South tournament. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. R. Miller, Hazel. and wa
formerly a star member of the
Murray State College
debating
team.

WANTED for
Ra wleigh
MEN
' Routes of 800 families in Norihwest Graves, Carlisle, Hickman
Counties and Murray. !tellable
hustler should start earning $25
increase rapidly.
weekly and
Rawleigh. Dept.
Write today.
1126p
XYC-I81-S, Freeport, Ill.

AllFIVE

W. L."Lock" Hargrove, 0. B.Irvan, Jr.

Kroger Pig* Wiggly Stores

On the 23rd day of March the
undersigned as administratrix
the estate of William Harold Tidwell, deceased, will file a settlement in the Calloway .County
Court.
Mrs. Algie Tidwell,
AdmfhistratrIx
Franklin
county farmers are
gradually improving dairy thick
throug4 better 'breeding.

Swann's Grocery
10 Lb. Finest Beet Sugar ___ 47e
Sic
10 Lbs. Godchaux sugar
11 or 25e
3 Packages Raisins
25c
4 Past Toasties
_ 15 and lie
Balk Seed Peas, lb
Me
24 Lbs. Flour, paper or cloth
90c
24 Lb. Jersey Cream Flour
Red Winesap Apples, gallon _ 20e
Fancy Oregon Scokam Apples
•
20c
Per dos.
Si Lb, Can Pare Lard
e6.25
le Lb. Ohio River Salt'
lee
II Lb. Fine Salt
Navy Beans. 8 lb., 25, le lb
1 Gal. Onion Sets
Zee
lo tb. (heam Meal
Shorts
$1.35 and $1.411
2.5 Lb. Box bright peaches __
2 Lb. Pare Coffee
25e
0. K. Full 'Flavored CoNee
See
Want Country Jaws
ray in. Trade For Eggs--16

Swann's Grocery

anti
f

PROOFIV.

1. LOWER OPERATING COST

2. SAFER F000 PROTECTION
3. FASTER FREEDINIMORE ICE
4. MORE USAIMUTT
5. RVE-TEAR PROTECTION
Lao&

35,Ohl

••••••-•••••

PLAN

•s'

JOHNSON-FAIN MUSIC COMPANY
OLD POSTOFF10E LOCATION

MURRAY, KY.

repairing; selSand
tuning
PIANO
special price; free examination.
John W. Travis. phone 372:W. A30p

HAY FOR SALE-Soy bean. Red
top and Jap Hay. Nevin Wall,
' Ml9p
Hazel, Route 3.
FOR SALE-Green German roller
full stock and pair dark - yellow.
almost orange. harts mountaih
canaries. Mrs Atlanta ,Puckett,
_ _
ltp
316 North 4th

99c
FLOUR
CORN OR TOMATOES

24 lbs. THRIFTY

Lyon's Best

Standard Pack

2

No. 2

cans

BABY CHICK FEED
100-113. sack

POULTRY FEEDS, Starting and $9.05
Le
Growing Mash, 100-lb. sack

$1.75

SCRATCH FEED, 100-pound sack
Maxwell House, lb. 27c
25c
ECountry Club, lb.

COFFE

French, lb. 19c

Jewel, 3 lbs... iler
Pound, 15c "NY

or Plain
box ..
SODA CRACKERS WESCO BRAND Salted2-pound
FINE GRANULATED
0 Pounds Bulk
SUGAR
SHORTS
'1
BRAN
BLOCK SALT

Miss Lou or Sunshine Turnip
25c,
Greens, 3 No. 2 cans
• Van Camp Sardines, Tomato
or Must. Sauce, 3 large
25c
oval cans

69c
15c •
'2."

.

15c
48c
$1 39
39c

Macaroni and Spaghetti, also
Elbows or Sea Shells,
25c
3 pounds
83c
box
10-pound
Clifton Toilet Tissue,
6 rolls

25c
31c

Embassy Brand Salad
Dressing, quart jar

25c

Ovaltine;6-oz. can

C. Club Apple Sauce,
3 No. 2 cans

25c

Del Monte or C.Club Peaches,
29c
2 Noi 2 1-2 cans

Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour,
11c
20-oz. pkg.
•

Campfire Marshmallows
8-oz. pkg.
10c

1M1111.717,.

BULK
2 POUNDS
LARD
Club Brand
POUND
ROLL BUTTER
BACON Fancy Sugar Cured, Small Sides, Half or Whole, LB.
BULK
2 POUNDS
PEANUT BUTTER
POUND
• Fancy No; 1 DAISY
CHEESE
2 POUNDS
DRY SALT MEAT
Country

FOR SALE-15 nice milch cows.
See Max B. Hurl at Postoffice,
tic
Murray, Ky.

SENTINEL BATTERY SET RADIO
5 tube new battery set complete
with areial in price range of four
Turner's
tube-M.95 installed.
M19p
Garage, Coldwater, Ky.

SAVE

Regular Prices:

FOR SALE-fresh Broom Corn
-seed. R. E Clayton Five P.o_injg,
A2c
Murray, Ky.

MEETS
STANDARDS FOR
REFRIGERATOR
----- RETYING
•

Save on the Servicing of Your
Car

Livestock

NOTICE!

ra,

A Comforting Feature
of our service is the work done by
Mrs. Gilbert, our lady assistant.
There are so many little things
that a woman can do better than
any man, no matter how adept he
may be.
Our lady assistant
freely at the disposal
serve. Her work is an
and much-appreciated
our service.

is placed
of all we
important
phase of

YELLOW ONIONS, 10-pound bag
NEW TEXAS CABBAGE, pound
LEAF LETTUCE, pound'

SUNKIST ORANGES

220

25c
33`
26`
25c

•
25c
23c
1 2c.
2/
10c

Size

DOZEN

25c

SEEDLESS GRAPEFRUIT,80 Size, each
5c
Seed Potatoes - - Triumps,„cobblers and Ohio Cabbage Plants,
Onion Sets.

FOR SALE-'30 Ford. coach, new
tires: '28 Ford Coach nice. 'and
clean: '32 V-8 2-dOor. '34 rrickSi:'
Terry
Also T Ford and others
Lawrence. 2 miles North Murtp
ray

•

ses*

1
ss_
s

)Jet M

The
of Mi
sent f

tainm
with
ter",•1

NOTICE

THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET

29c
NAVY BEANS, Fancy, 10 lb.
10c TO WY IligniNDS
SODA, Arm & Hammex,3 for
Murray:-;
10c am again 'talesman for Fuller
SALT, regular Sc size, 3 for
Brushes/for Murray and Paris,
•
•
BAKING POWDER, 25c size now King 24c Tenn. If at any -time desiring my
services ,call 131-12. Noah Mc(Cup and Saucer Free)
M12c
Dtusiel.
5e -FOR SALE-nice. young yoke •
DRIED`FRUITS - Prunes, 1 lb.
1%.PC 'work cattle, well broke, weight
Peaches, 1 lb.
. 1650 lbs. Also first class corn,
CANNED GOODS - -S. It. Downs, 3IS ,miles East of
M19p
24e Murray.
3 cans No. 2 Tomatoes
rooms,
file
RENT-furnished
FOR
24e
3 cans No. 2 Peas
West Main. C. M. Hood, Phone
lc_
2 cans No. 2 1-2 Hominy
• '• aa"; 218.
_!+14.P
25c FOR RENT-three or four rooms'
COFFEEAre_sh ground, 2 lbs.
or without furnishings. Mrs.
29c with
TUNA FISH,2 for
He
Notia Maddox.
GRAPE JUICE, pt. bottl 9c; qt. bottle 35c PADUCAH AUCTION Co., 2nd
17c and Washington. Paducah. will
-FRUIT COCKTAIL,
z. can
livestock auctions every
Representing Union University,
23c hold
Grape Fruit Juice, Nal. 1 can, 2 for
Friday the balance of the sea- Jackson. Tenn.. and accompanied
cattle
and
your
Bring
us
50c O'Cedar Polish and 75c mop
,98c son.
by his teammate, a fellow Kenand any other livestock you tuckian, Ray Harlan. of Barlow,
.
25c I hogs
- MINCE MEAT, 3 for
marwish to sell. We always get
James Parker Miller, Hazel, will
25c ket price or better.
01._.E0 MARGARINE,2 for
tf„ leave Jackson Sunday for a 10-day

HI(
T(

Edge Hill News

•
Miller to Make 10 "Day Debating Tour

BUY A ROME-Best time in" a
life time to buy a home in Calloway county See W. H. Finney. ltp
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"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon March 12, 1936

Republican Mass
Convention

HONOR ROLL

Correspondents and local adver)Jet Masker Dramatics Club to Pre- tisers who get their copy in by
Monday:—
sent Fong Playa Monday
Boone Cleaners
Evening.
Murray Paint di Wallpaper Co.
Murray Milk Products Co.
The Jet Maskers Dramatic Club
Peoples Bank
of Murray High School will present four plays at the Murray High" Jones Drug Co.
••

`•

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COPNTY NEWS gym( WEEK

KIRKSEY WINS 4TH
DISTRICT TOURNEY

Under the authority of the Republican State Control Committee.
a mass meeting of Republicans of Win Over' tirrnIngharia by Two
Calloway County is hereby called
Points Satarday Night; To
to meet at the court house in MurFulton Regional.
ray. Ky., on Saturday,' March 28,
at 1 p. m. CST.
The Kirksey Eagles won the
The purposes of this mass con- Fouth District tournament at Benvention are to reorganize the Cal- ton last week end coming out of

Hazel F. F. A.
Notes

LOUISVILLE, Ky.. Morch
Effect of a proposed dam at Gilbertsville, Ky., across the Tennessee river on the nas'igation conditions of the Ohio river featured
discussions here today between U.
S. Army engineers and Tennessee

6 1 •

Scatter-Brains
select delegates to the district and of 2 points over Birmingham 34-32 are planning a trip to Muscle
tainment will begin at 7:30 o'clock
The proposed dam, to be erected
be held in a bitterly contested game. Wash- Shtals this spring, and are selling
Hazel F. F. A.
state conventions to
with the plays "Jimuty'o Little Sisat Gilbertsville by the TVA as a
shortly
Eagle
ler", "TWEltpersent", "The Neigher who has played an outstanding candy, seed, and flavoring to fi- flood control and power dam, will
Respectfully.
Protemils
e cue
nal
gFe.thti:
Fri.nth
.
e ppa
r
part all the season was again the th
bors",,ano4O'Roo
. t".
ssgoiriehja. :
back up the waters of the TenMurray High School
P. A. Hart, Chairman power of the Kirksey attack.
rresse'llf..appietrTer..nessee
ninTs "tittle --Srifer" will be
Capitol Theatre
Kirksey 114) been a contest among the pupils Valley. The darn if constructed
Pos.
B'hain (32)
Sponsored by Robus Parker with
Kirksey Kinklets
the following cast: .
F Copeland (c) 2 of the high school, sponsored by will cost approximately $50,000,000.
6
Washburn
Troop No. I Girl Scouts
h
:
Thereco
ter.t"he
mc'n
Cshtap
F
.The onginver.s. met to.
y_
Pierce 2.
Jimmy...a. freshmano__Tam Moore_ --ikliforrery earment -Co:— - ----Washer 20 test was the one that IOTd the most effect of the dam on tlae stages
Watkins ic) 11 C
any
heard
haven't
we
as
Well,
Williams.
Dees Bank of Hazel
by
of
flavoring
16th
the
isMarch
G
of the - Ohio river and the effect of
McCui4on 4
news recently from Highland Park, Province 6
Beans, another, Bitty Utley.
G
Bazzell 4 to be awarded a beautiful pen and the river on the dam. Results of
Travis 5
will scribble a few lines.
Ro-i
sophomore,
pencil
er
by
given
Future
a
the
Farm- the conference were not made
The Professor,
Kirksey subs: Brewer 2.
The cold weather is over and
bus Parker.
known.
All-tourney team selected: Copelooks like spring is just around the
The pupils iopicoenting the -agriThe Society Man, another, BradCarl A. Bock, assistant 'thief
corner. A fisv robins have been -land. Kirksey, and Watkins, Birmley Farris.
ingham, forwards; Washer, Kirksey, cultural classes in the scholastic engineer,' E. A. Prokop, senior
seen.
farmE. F. Wilcox, well-known
vents were: Freshman, Thomas
The Sylph, a junior: George RobThe automobile business seems to center; Rudolph. Sharpe, and H. iandon; sophomore class, Harold hydraulic engineer and S. M
er east of Murray, brought to our
Woodward, consulting engineer, all
ert, Wilson.
Cochran, Lynn Grove, guards.
weather
the
since
upturn
the
on
be
Brandon; junior cla,ss, Harvey El-, of Nashville, - Tenn., attended for
Tourney. Play
The Judge, a senior, Augustus office Monday morning a pair of condition has changed. Most plants
razors more than 100 years old.
lis; senior class, H. E. Brandon.
Phillips.
the TVA.
Sharpe 36, Murray 22.
are going five days a week now.
Col. R. G. Powell, Cincinnati,
Birmingham 36, Aurora 23.
One Shoe, a senior, Caswell Mr. Wilcox still uses them and
the
left
for
Roberts
city
Hoyt
avers that they, still give perfect
Birk of Murray Named
Hays.
district engineer: Lt. Col. D. C.
Almo 25, T. School 20.
purlast
he
when
week
Murray
Calvert City 35, Faxon 19.
The Major, a senior, Johnny Par- shaves.
Depository for Bridges Elliott, Cincinnati. assistant engiThe blades were made in France chased a truck here to go in busirigan.
neer; Lt. Col. Gilbert Van B.
Hardin 29. Kirksey 44.
Cherat
ness
Baucum
L.
W.
with
Benton 20, Brewers 27.
"The Elopement", sponsored by and were brought to this country
of Murray has been Wilkes, Louisville, district engiBank
The
ry. ,
Lynn Grove 27, Hazel 17.
Maude Barnett. With the follow- more than a century ago by Mrs,.
named depository fop receipts at neer; Lt. Col. Charles E. Perry.
Otto Farris returned from MurWilcox's people. They were the
Gilbertsville 23, Concord 46
the Eggner's Ferry and Canton Nashville, district engineer, and
ink cast:
ray last week where he visited his
Mr.
grandfather,
her
of
property
Almo 17, Sharpe 45.
Miss Wentrooth, a spinister. Neva
Bridges. The order was signed by W. I. Gregory, assistant to Lt Col.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Farris,
Hooper.
Army
the
Birmingham 33. Calvert City 26. Bee Johnson, chairman of the state Wilkes represented
Gray Langston.
and family.
are
ancient
razors
an
The
in
kept
Corps.
Brewers 34, Kirksey 47.
Madelyn. her niece, Mary Nee
highway commiOgon.
case.
wooded
„.
to
_ Mrs. Nolin Atkins returned
Lynn Grove 38. New Concord 24.
Farmer.
Highland Park from Murray where
Matthews, her butler. Paul Lemshe has been visiting her parents.
- ons.
Mr. and Mrs. Craig Outland.
Eric Hallam, in love with MadeMr. and Mrs. Harrison Wisehart
lyn. Jimmy Bailey.,
left for Murray Fridify of last
"Rooms To Let-, with Neva Gray,
We are certainly glad that the
FRANKFORT,' Ky., March 5--- week to go to their farm near
Langston as sponsor. has the folcold weather, days have passed
t her
ti
lowing cast of characters:
An order limiting loads on -Ken- 1Schanan
Mr. and Mrs. Vester Orr left and we are really enjoying the
Mary tucky's highways to 13.000 pounds
Mrs. Smythe. a widow,
warm days.
Frances Perdue.
gross weight and the speed of Highland Park to go in business beautiful
The Rev. Mr. Daels filled his
' H's roving-eye on ci
Tom, a college student. Ed West. trucks to 25 miles per hour was with his brother at Murray in the
Dick, his best friend, Charles entered today by the State High- Murray Marble Works. We' regret regular appointment at Coldwater
. last second Sunday.
eautiful gill -- hi torigue
very much to see them leave.
Clark.
way Commission. .
No deaths nor marriages to reWilson Simmons is now connectBetty, starting to summer school.
The order, to remain in effect
port.
in his. cheek' C:-ack...rig
Maude Barnett.
until April 1. was decided on be- ed with Quaker Bakeries.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Luther and
Mr. and Mrs. Chalmers Roberts
Madge, her friend, Charlotte Yar- cause of the bad condition of highcafes cis easily cis a stnite
brough.
wayS as a reAult of recent cold and son Howard, titr. and Mrs. Ed- daughter of Wingo visited,. Mac
Aunt Matilda, Betty's aunt, Helen weather and the danger to them, gar Hicks and daughter Dorothy Boyd and family last Saturday.
in the maddest, merriest
Neighbors, friends and relative.,
in their present condition, from ex- Jane were week end visitors in the
Johnston.
..lerry, the postmaster. Roy Starks cesaiie speed and .weight. The home of Mr. and Mrs... Cope Fu- gave Mrs. Fleetie Perry of the
chase of the year!
Spring Creek neighborhood a birtho
State Highway Patrol and the trell.
Three cheers for the Aurora day dinner last Sunday. Savers/
Frank Leger, of 'Knox peunty. Highway Department's maintenreported a
again is raising 500 chickens for ance crevels were instructed to en- Dam! We hope you people will were present and
nice time and plenty to eat
khe• early market.
force the rule:
Arr. and Offi. Mac Boyd visited
Bobble Lassiter. BOG of Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Lassiter. fell and broke Wash Boyd's family Sunday. :The
his arm a few days ago but is ratter Mr. Boyd is getting,' olorig
fine considering what he went
recovering nicely.
Mrs. Nathan Pittman visited in through with during the winter
the home of Mrs. Edgar Hicks a and his age of 83 Marcb:8.
Mr. and
Mrs. Frank
Hanley
few days ago. She likes to drop
Ray
their
son-in-law,
around and read the news from visited
Owens who is very low with flu
the dear old home town.
If this escapes the wastebasket. and complications.
Reverends Moss and Phillips and
I'll come again. So I'll skiddo.
their evangical singer, Mr. Shel- A Highland Parker.
ton of .Nashville, Tenso., held serIt Pay. to Read the Claostfleda vices at Locust Grove Church Sat.urday night and Suoday.
Trade day at KirkseY every 2nd
A large crowd was
Saturday.
present Saturday and quite a bit
—AND—
of trading,was seen.
Tom Swift has taken off his
mak.ry—
profit
Real
breed•Kentneky Approved. B W.i. blood. ear muffs and overcoat during this
with
bnolwd. âd endive
. resetore removed nice weather.
ch.lee.. Write for
Wog Aube. Ake Swat
isminim row.
the
for
news
more
present
No
DOUGLAS
MELVYN
KENTUCKY HATCHERY
VT v.'warn BTKEET ... LEXINGTON. KY.
—Lazy Ned.

Highland Park News

Shaves With Razors
Over 100 Years Old

Road Board Limits
Weights and Speeds

••

Kirksey Kinklets

$1.50
$2.00

Volame'CIV; No.

CIRCULATION APRIL 1-209. SWORN TO,
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

'Seek Effect
Of New Dam

The Hazel chapter is increasing
rapidly since seven boys were
eal4ed to the Future Farmers degree. They were as follows: Everaid Hicks, Joe Paschall, Duran Edwards. Harvey Ellis, Franklin Scarbrough, Harold Brandon, Charles
Lam b.

:
y
en
wa
In CalloH
il. G
00maa year
$1.
raves
ry and Stewart Counties.
a year elsewhere
In
y•
the State of Kentucky.
to my address
a year
e
other thah

Kirksey-Mayfield
Meet In Fulton
Kirksey and Mayfield will meet
in the Regional tournament at
Fulton this week. Kirksey won
their district tournament'by - two
over
Kirksey whining
points.
Birmingham and Mayfielol lost their
tournament by two points to Paducah. The teams meet Friday.
The Kirksey Eagles
March 13
games in a row.
ave won
The Kirksey-Mayfield game is
the first match of the regional
play-off which opens at 3 o'clock
Friday afternoon in 'Science Hall
at Fulton. Barlow will play H.
man in the 4 p. m. game Friday.
At 7 o'clock Friday night, Fulton
w41-_cluah -with.- Birmingham,
at 8 o'clock. ,TtIgliman will meet
I aConter.
The semi-finals will begin Saturday morning at 10 o'clock with
the Kirksey-Mayfield winners pitted against the Barlow-Hickman
winner. The second game of the
semi-windup will be the FultonBirmingluirn winner .against the
Paducah-LaCenter survivor. Finals
will be played at 8 o'clock Saturday night.

-

, Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

CAPITOL

TODAY-Ind FRIDAY

TO REGULATE
STREET SKATING
To Rope Off Eighth Between Poplar and Main; To Enforce Law
To Correct Danger.
The Murray city council voted to
enforce the law in regard to skating at their meeting last Friday
'
•it Ho.•te the s ters, the city will rope o
street between Poplar and Main
streets for them but will .probolait
skating in the streets or on the'
'dewalks elsewhere.
The street will be open to'fftatera
each night from 8 O'clock -1MM 10
o'clock. The growing menace has
e- Kreatifikeelats
and skaters and each evening
scores take to the streets. The city
has an ordinance prohibiting skating on sidewalks or streets and
each violation.. is stlbject, to fine
of $1 to $5.
. Other regular business was attended to. E. B Holland was renamed city tax assessor.

Murray Sewerage Company
Notice of Dissolution
Notice is hereby given that Murray Sewerage Company, a corporation, is closing its business and
winding up its affairs. Any persons
having claims against the Company
should prove same at once with the
secretary, J. D. Sexton.
Tremon Beale. Thesident.

4

4

MIDNITE SHOW
FRIDAY NIGHT
DOORS OPEN 10:30 P. M.—SHOW STARTS 11:00 P. M•
NO ADVANCE IN ADMISSION
•
- (Note—This Picture Continues Through Saturday)

ATTENTION!

BABY
CHICKS

"The Voice
of
Experience"

GAIL

age
tatamts st
•
tosetaso o.
&LSO
(Wei'
bowling
as
TA-G•la bseade a
ist the
and
eacitasetiett
Oleo"
llot
seetty
Oititt,"
toad,
soda
•
OS

PATRICK

Tuesday-Wednesday

SUNDAY and MONDAY
Armoirommrosom9 ar
'21

#//my

o/4/7

WE'RE THE TOPI

JEAN'S A"HONEY-BROWN" NOW!
... and more glamorous than ever!'

OBI

Bing Crosby
Ethel Merman
CRarlie Ruggles

—

AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS
AN AUTOMOBILE FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY BILL—Was enacted at the last session of the
Kentucky State Legislature and approved by the
Governor.
Briefly, the bill provides that any motorist who fails to
satisfy within 30 days ANY FINANCIAL JUDGMENT rendered
against him as a result of PERSONAL INJURY or PROPERTY DAMAGE caused by an automobile accident occurring anywhere in the United States or Canada. will have his operator's license and registration certificate suspended until Ill He
pays such judgment up to certain specified limits and (2) Files
acceptable proof of his financial responsibility for future accidents. The automobile owner or operator can prove his
financial responsibility by:
il

Filing an approved Surety Bond in the penal
$11,000, or

sum

of

(2) By showing evidence that he carries a polick in a recognized responsible company which provides insurance to
an amount of at least $5.000—$10,0013 for personal injury
to others and to an amount of at least'1.000 for damage
to 'property of others.

It is IMPORTANT that every driver of automobiles have AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

"It Does Make a Difference Who Write*
Your Insurance"

Frazee, Berry & Melugin

, You've read about it
--now see the new
JEAN HARLOW in .
a role that tops her
vivid performance
as China Doll in
"China Seas!"

Every desired and accepted pattern
and color of the best designers is
now available for your choke this
spring. In addition, special purchases make it possible for us to of-,
fer very attractiye prices. Select

PER
ROLL
to

25c

CROSBY
BING
ETHEL MERMAN
RUGGLES
CHARM

Jt is spring decorating -time—select now and secure the services of an experienced paper hanger
before the busiest days.

IDA LUPINO
GRACE BRADLEY
mut, by Cell, P o..o.
Offecv•rd by lee. 66.1406161IN

Two registered pharmacists are on duty
at all times
quality and the
freshest of drugs,
carefully compounded.

Next Thur.-Friday I
"EXCLUSIVE STORY"

and "THANKS MR. CUPID," a musical featurette

•

C-.

•

—with---Franchot Tone
Madge Evans

7.744••••••.--4,76-7717-•Gree.117...74.
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precious little son Joe Howard,
Ninth grade-Elizabeth Upchurch. line is a mixture of more than
out, they leave no for 1100 last week. Fine as split
The Heavenly Father sent tbe
!tell you what ere:elle! gioupif %Len the.N p.1,..a
that
and
Tenth grade-Helen Eaker.
1,000 different substances,
reepect with their fel- milk, Worth $2 a yard.
!plants that tobacco belongs to and regrets.' nor
little.bud to earth. thatehe taiese
a di e Nell
-grade--S
Eleventh
properin
18111;
back
Away
AtGeorge
cheinical
intermost
the
these
think
I
of
man.
I which has the *Most joints in his low
Jones.
in heaven, as his visit vies
To Dan !Jubilee. who stants toadme a man ise 4 horse; and what esting and theautiful study in all kins sold 87 acres of land on Clear
be carefully controlled blossom
Twelfth 'grade-Helen Johnston_ ties --must
Fourth Six Week
the
world is nature and man- Creek Henry county Tenn. His
re lo High School to find out
conditions to only three months and twenty-four
weather
to
is the proper way to stick a hog. the
according
woman Tell him to explain to you non. I find that nature's law is tax receipt, which he has now, was
a
between
-difference
give the best possible performance. days.
The following students made an
only the fittest for 33 cents. Taxes on that sanse
teacher and a real- professor.
Mendel's 'Law of breeding. Ask tooth and claw, and
He leaves a broken hearted fath90 or abcrve in all sub"It is impossible for anyone to
of
average
$55
00.
about
Ma!
now
land
mut.. Wen. Dan. there is no difference him how many joints there are be can survive. while civilization promanufacture a single iliblre er, mother, and grandparents, Mr
were present every
each
and
jects
up.
burning
is
ton
the
Es men and women teachers-some the. neck of mammals. Allot then tects the weak and destroys
Mr. and Mrs. Audie Miller and which will start easily in Maine in
and Mrs. avertt Adams, Mr and
Went to Murray' Tuesday with period:
are good. some Led, some indif- and a dozereothers he should- hew fittest-and that is why all civilchildren Billy, Hazel Mae, and Mil- February and which will not cause
Mary
Cook,
grade-Junior
First
Mrs. Grover Charlton and Mr. and
came
back
RHEA,
with
Steve
Red
Anent. The best teNher. irrespect- learned on the farm. And. Dan. lied governments fall.
is
Pottertown
It
were
at
dred
visitors
_July.
vapor-lock in Texas
Jo Skaggs, Bobby Rowland, CrysMrs. John Charlton and Mrs. Lucy
Now Dan. "if -you iit your life's RHEA. That jars the whiskey jug!
ive of the number of W-X-Y-Z4 you will find that he is like the
marSunday.
and
expensive to manufacture
talline, Cunningham.
Orr.
The work should discoyesteene unisex/awe I saw Elder Russel Scott and Elder
on their certificates. are these with Greek told the Ftoinan:
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Mr. and
JP•olt.DraarbS tot 21 y•ars an4 baa. snag its, and vexation of spirit-and if
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Waldrop,
from
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Enroute
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Age.
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'Mrs_ Carol Haley.
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William DiuThe WPA sewing project is pro- Mrs. Cul Phillips.
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Gipson. Tom Taygressing nicely in the home of guid, Miss Anna
Mrs. Treva McDaniel under the lor and Ruth Filbea.
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don and daughter Ann, Walter
Hamlin, Luther McCuiston and
daughter Hilda, Mr. and Mrs. TayMinnie
lor Smith, Kate and
Thompson, Faye Smith, Robbie
Willoughby,
McCuiston, Louelle
_ovens' Fielder. Loreta and Faye
Baucom.
Faye Roberts Aurdie Coleman,
Annie Lovins, Jimmie Key. Johnnie Treaman and Freamon McCuiston, Denis. and Ray Ralfe, Orval
Boyd, W. H. Finnie, Otis Brown,
Wilford and Willie Smith, Hoyt
McClure, Robert Fielder and Lubie
Roberts.
Afternoon callers were Mr. and
Mrs. T. L. Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond
Hamlin,
Crit Smith,
Jirnmie Stubblefield of - Murray,
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Lax, Miss Inis
Finnie, Lee arid Robert Finnie, Miss
Opal Warren. Martin Crowl.
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- -- sented Mrs. W. J. Caplinger who in Carman Graham presented to the
turn introduced to the club Mrs. mothers plans -Jon the graduating
Paul Wickliff, who in her .charm- class_
had
Drennon
Herbert
Mrs.
ing manner congratulated the new
club and then told of a visit to a charge of the program and introbeautiful lake front garden in De- duced- Dr. Calvin Smith who favtroit; also Mrs. J. E. Warren and ored the club with a group of apMrs. Kenneth Patterson of May- propriate vocal solos; and Dr.
Frances Hicks who brought a
field.
Mrs. Clete Farmer was welcomed splendid message on "Character
Education."
as a new member.
Mothers of the upper grades
During the social hour a salad
plate was served with gorgeous served a salad plate.
There was a nice attendance
jonquils as favors.

WI/Ma

decorated with seasonal flowers.
youngest
Mrs. Jones is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clint
Ward and received fier education
here. She was graduated from
Murray High School with the class
of '34. .Mr. Jones is the son of the
Rev. and Mrs. W. H. Jones of
He was
North Seventh street.
graduated from a high school in
Brazil. • He is connected with the
Lucas Shoe Shop.
The young couple is making
their home with the groom's
parents on North Seventh street.

nesday afternoon, March 4.
Many nice and useful gifts were
Mettle Belle Hays Circle Has
Mrs. Claude Miller Is Host To
received by the honoree.
Regular Meeting
Stitch And Chatter Club
served.
Refreshments were
Circle of
Hays
Belle
Mattie
The
The Stitch and Chatter Club met
Mrs. Burr Waldrop
Those present were Mrs. Tom
M. E. Church met at the home with Mrs. Claude Miller at- her
the
Uonored
Taylor, Mrs. Claude Gooch, Mrs.
Monon
Caudill
M.
W.
Mrs.
of
home on South Sixth street.
On Saturday afternoon, March '7,
Berble Taylor, Mrs. Taylor Gooch,
day evening with Mrs. L. J. Hurtle
Sewing and conversation were
Mrs. Jesse Gibbs and Mrs. Virgil
Mrs. J. H. Boggess, Mrs. Aubrey
hosts.
Overbey
Wells
Mrs.
and
enjoyed during the hours and the
Gibbs were joint hosts for a lovely
Steely, Mrs. Claude Cunningham,
leader
was
Overbey
Wells
Mrs.
host served a lovely party plate.
sower, complimenting Mrs. Burr
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Taylor, Mrs.
and presided over an inspiring
Present were Mrs. Glen Jeffrey,
Waldrop.
Cleun Cunningham, Mrs. Luther
program as follows:
Mrs. Talmadge Robinson. Mrs.
Appropriate games and contests
Gooch, Mr. and Mrs. Wert Alder- Lovely Shower Given in
Oh
Great
Hymn—"Guide Me
Desiree Fair, Mrs. Bill Jeffreg,
were conducted after which reHighland Park, Mich,
son. Mrs. Wavel Alderson, Mrs.
Jehovah".
by Mrs.
Mrs. Samuel Adams.
On Monday afternoon at 1:30 freshments were served
Cody Alderson, Mrs. Walton BurPrayer, Mrs. Roy Farmer.
-Mrs. Thomas Bell, Mrs. Goidie`o'clock; Mee Nene Shelton and George- Steele, ,Miaston,-Mr.- anti- -Mrs. Claude
Scripture, Mrs. 'S ells Overbey. Orr, Mrs. Bryan Tolley, Mrs. MilGail Patrick and Melvyn Douflas in "THE LONE WOLF REMrs. Vernon Jones and sort Ver- Bobbie McCuiston were host to a and the hosts.
Story, "Trail Blazers In Home
dred Hendricks, Mrs. Claude
Those present were Mrs. Burr TURNS" aethe Capitol TODAY and FRIDAY.
non Jr. of Hazel, Mrs. Ellen Gooch, lovely shower given in their home
Missions", Mrs. Garnett Jones.
x
Mrs. Lindsay Roberts, Miss Alice at 191- Windemere in honor of .Waldrop_Mrs. Treman Cavite Mrs.
Hope",
"Whispering
,ditrocal
Duet',"
Vera Cotham, Mrs. Louis Nanny. Visitors Are Honor
A. B. Allefftr efff- ri.ereere"
Bea Roberts, Willie Mae Cunning- Mrs. Cecil Miller.
Mrs. L. J. Hortin and Miss _Lula
941,667 .ott-saloptian
non, and Mrs. R. IL Hood. As- Clayton -Beale,
Tile rooms were beautifully dec- Mrs. J. E. Waldrop, Mrs,' titriticl
rton, Mrs. Jim Orr, ham, Reble Steely, Dolores and
rSir
r
Wila
. 4
1-11
Wilson,'
Leonard
Thompson,
M59.
early
the
of
event
social
Cun-'
'lovely
A
June
Glenda
orated in pink and white, which
Mrs. Sam
Paschall, Mrs. Toy Ilene Taylor,
"Trail Blazers in Social Reform",
sisting them were Mrs. C. L. SherWe wish to express our sincere
Mrs. Jesse? Marine,
spring was the reception Liven .by
Few*, Mrs. ningham, Shirley S Ls e Steely. was the color scheme for the acSpann, Mrs. Tom
-Outland, Mrs. C K. -Berme*
borough,
anise and apPretiation durttig
Mr.
Christine
Kemp,
01‘.
Mrs.
on
Club
Woman's
Murray
the
AlAnita
o ut
was carried
casion and
Frank Clark, Mrs. chess Cooper Charlotte Ann Roberts,
"Established National Agencies", the illness and death Of our lovLangsthroughout the afternoon. Games Grogan?' Mrs. W. C. Nanny, Mrs. Thursda,y evening in compliment Mrs. E. J. Beale, Mrs. B. 0.
and daughter Christine, Mrs. Geo. derson and, Billy Gooch.
Mrs. Tom Turner Jr.
ing father, and grandfather. Vte
ArmHall.
Lillie
Mrs.
McCoy
Hughes.
Mary
E.
Mrs.
L.
ton,
Mrs.
guests
two
to
Mrs.
sleaSinguished
were
Those sending gifts
played were sponsored by Mrs.
Windsor, Mrs. Lula Paschall, Mrs.
Lord's Prayer in unison.
want to thank Dr. Houston, neigh,
Mrs.
Graham,
Roy
strong,
Mrs.
state
repguests
Greenville,
of
Paul Wickliff
There were about 50
Amos Wells. Mrs. Madie Waters, Ruth Gross and- Mrs. Orvis McGee.
A social hour followed during bors, friends, and relatives for
Walsie Lewis_
Radford
McDaniel,
Mrs.
Thomas
in
Woman's
Clubs
president of the Federated
resenting the Federated
Those sending gifts were Mrs. Mrs. Sadie Cochran. Mr. and Mrs. Three prizes were given to winwhich -Miss Billie Jo Caudill play- their kindness and also for the
Clubs. and Mrs. Joe Cantillon of Columbus, Witkliffe, Hickman, Ful- ed a piano solo.
daughter Fred Tucker, Mrs. S. A. Cunning- ners. Mrs. Tom Brown received Waldrop.
and
Richard
Martin
floral offerings.
W.
-Mks.
George
A.
Steele,
Mrs.
Hickman, district governor.
ton, Mayfield, and Benton. ApLight refreshments with the St.
Susie Lee, Mrs. Herman Bruce, all ham. Vernon James, Ilith.--Lottie first prize, Mrs. Rupert McCuiston
We wish to thank Bro. J. H.
Steele, Mrs. Dixie Robinson, Mrs.
Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Mason's proximately one hundred Murray Patrick's motif were served.
of Mayfield; Mrs. Lizzie Spann of Denham,. and Mrs. Everette Rob- second prize. and Mrs. Jerry EverThurman for his consoling words.
Hugh Wilson, Mrs. Roy Hurt. Mrs. beautiful English home 'Macon Club women attended.
ett receiving third prize.
will
held
The
be
meeting
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Alton Paschall. erts.
April
May God bless you.,
•• •• •
The guests were invited to the William Hurt, Mrs. Charlie Snow, Manor' was opened for the Ocin the home of Misses "Emily and Frocie Howlett and children.
Mrs. Asia Paschall. Gerria Myers,
Mrs. Glyco Wells, Mrs. R. J. Wells. casion..
of
Chapter
Williams
N.
J.
The
Smith
Taylor
plate
Mrs.
lovely
a
where
room
dining
,
Oneida Wear.Mrs. Torn Wilkerson:
Mrs. Johnny Parker, Mrs. R. E.
Greeting the guests on their ar- the U. D. C's will meet Wedneslunch was served with fruit salad,
Mrs. Lenard Paschall. Mrs. Wal- , Honored
Clayton, Mrs. A. H. Waldrop, Mrs. rival were Miss Patricia Mason and day. March 18, at the home of
was
dinner
birthday
surprise
evoke.
A
and
cream
whipped
ter Jackson, Mrs. Harrel Broach,
Training School Mother's
After hinch each one returned to Ralph Holcomb, Miss Lizzie Whit- Min Marilyn Mason at the door; Mrs. Elbert Lassiter, North Fifth
Mrs. Obie Jones, Mrs. Lucian Gup- given in honor of Mrs. Taylor
Club Meets
net, Miss Rella Gibbs, Mrs. Virgil and Mrs. G. B. Scott and Mrs. street at 2:30 o'clock.
for
on
8
March
home
her
at
Smith
upon
1
Maswhere
livi
the
room
ton, Mrs. Lucian Hart, Mrs. Bun
'the -Training School Mother's
•• • • •
Gibbs. and Mrs. Jesse Gibbs.
hall.
front
the
in
Lovett
Joe
birthday.
fiftieth
her
'entered
with
Gar
Shelton
ter
G.
Adams, Mrs. Elul Erwin, Mrs. Clarin
the
afternoon
Club
Friday
met
Those who.sent gifts were Mrs.,,, Standing in the receiving line Garden Club Has Program
A bountiful dinner was served. his Mt
wagon carrying a huge
ence Erwin, 'Mrs. Lennon Hall,
seventh grade room.
Liquid Tablets
On "The Rose"
Those present were as follows:
basket'decorated .in pink and white E. E. Youngblood. Mrs. Lela Cavitt, were Mrs. W. H. Mason, Mrs. Paul
price
Mrs. prphfiel•Byrd.
Mrs. A. D. Butterworth presided
Carr,
Hontas
Salve—Nose
Lucy
Mrs.
PeelMrs.
Caplinger,
the
Club
at
met
Garden
The
J.
Thurmond
W.
Wickliff,
Mrs.
Joe
Mrs.
and
Mr.
filled with beautiful gifts for the
Sc, 10c, 25c
Drops
session.
short
a
Prof.
over
business
er,
Irene
Mrs.
Calvin
Adams,
Mrs.
on
Carr,
W.
J.
Roberts
Mrs.
Mrs.
of
Penn
home
NashCantillon,
Joe
Mrs.
of
Christine
and daughter
honoree.
Leap Year Surprise Parly
ville and grandson, Mr. and Mrs.
Those present and sending gifts Adams, Miss Willie Jetton,. Mrs. Airs G. T. Hicks, Mrs. E. S. Diu- Thursday afternoon with' Mrs. W.
Given
Charlie Hughes, Mrs. Thomas Par- guid Jr., and Mrs. Gingles Wallis. F. Purdom, Mrs. B. F. Berry, and
Mr.
Morgan, Punch Allbritten,
were as follows:
Irie
was
dinner
birthday
A surprise
ker, and Mrs. J. L. Ellison.
Others assisting in receiving the Mrs. J. D. Sexton asisting hosts.
Mrs. Junior Parker and son
Gertrude
Miller,
Mrs.
Cecil
Mrs.
and
the
at
1.
given Sunday. March
After a short business session,
guests Were Mrs. W. S. Swann,
Mrs. George Mc- Alstead, Mrs. Tom Brown; Mies
and
Mr.
Hazel.
of
•
•
•
•.
•
home of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. BogMen. Mary McGee. Mrs. Jessie Spitzer.
Mrs. Will Whitnell, Mrs. N. P. Hut- the following program was prechildren.
and
Cetcheon
Mrs. Raymond Perry
gess. in honor of Mrs. • Aubrey
son, Mrs. P. E. Crawford, Mrs. A. sented:
Daren, Junior, Virginia. Charles of
Mrs. Rupert McCuiston, Mrs. JerHonored
Steely's leap year birthday on FebRoll Call—My Favorite Rose.
F. Yancey, Mrs. L. J. Hortin, Mrs.
Tenn.
Ruth
Paris.
ry
Mrs.
Gross.
Mrs.
Everett.
Mrs. Raymond Perry -was honbruary 29. She has only had six
-The Best of the Newer Roses",
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Thurman, Nelle Shelton, Mrs. Willie McGee ored" with a surprise birthday" din- Ronald Churchill, and Mrs. Zelner
birthdays.
Carter
Mrs. H. B. Bailey.
daughters Nell and Bettie. Mrs. Pegay McCarter.
ner Sunday. Marets'8.
A delicious dinner was served at and
Vocal Solos. "Roses After Rain",
A musical program was preMrs. Clare Russell, Mrs. Grace
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Smith. Miss
Mrs. Perry of Spring Creek disthe noon hour.
hes Brewer, Miss Dorothy Abets, Palagalo, Miss Olive Olstead, Mrs. triet, is a member of a very prom- sented during the hours by several "I Know a Garden-. Mrs. Gingles
Those included in the guest list
Truman and Hubert Smith, of Olive Bunch, Miss Icele Paschall, inent family. At home are Mr. of the city's artists. Mrs.. Chas. Wallis accompanied at the piano
were
follows:
Hire introduced .them as .follows: by Miss Mary Elizabeth Roberts.
Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Hen- Mrs. Orvis McGee.
and Mrs. Perry and daughter Miss
Mr and Mrs. L. A. Alderson, Mr.
"Fighting the Roses' Enemies"„
Mrs. Virginia Peppin." Mrs. Opal Mary Lee„ They. also . have a Prof. W: R. Fox, Prof. Warren
don, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Henand Mrs. Bud Taylor, Mr. and Mrs.
Jr. of Buchanan, Montie Mc- Wilson, Mrs. Pearl Litherland, daughter, Miss Rozelle Perry. who Angell. Prof, Arthur Meyers, Prof. Mrs. Q. A. Hale.
Cleon Cunningham and daughter don
Display of Flowers, Mrs. R. E.
of Kirksey.
Mrs. Katherine Woodward, Mrs. is an artist and painter in Indian- Earle to-nnett, Miss Lillian Wetter&
Glenda June. Mr. and Mrs. Wavel Cuiston
Broach. Courtesy of Mrs. A. 0.
Mrs. Ella Hamlin, Mrs. Selma Bobbie McCuiston. Mrs. Miller is apolis. Ind., and one son Eudell and the College Girls' Quartet.
Alderson, Mr. and Mrs. Wert AlRefreshments were served from Woods, florist.
Mrs. Fannye Hendon, a niece of J. B. Shelton of this city. Perry
of - Washington. D. C.
derson. Mr. and Mrs. Cody Alder- McCuiston.
Vocal Solos. -Thank God For a
the dinihg table attractive with
Mrs. Ethlyn McCuiston, Mr. and
Eudell returned to Washington,
son and children.
Fashioned
an itnported cloth, a spring floral Garden", "An Old
McCuitton, Mrs. Finas
D. C., February 28, after spending
Mr and Mrs. Carlos Boggess and Mrs...C. V.
centerpiece and burning 'tapers. Garden", Mrs. L. J. Hortin accomand daughters Gean and Erwin-Hale
a few weeks with.
parents
Mrs Bury Haley of Paducah. Mr. Thompson
and
Marriage
Mrs. Lynch Coleman.
Preeiding at the table during the panied by Mrs. Gingles Wallis.
.
sister.
and Mrs. Venard Alderson, Mr. Sue. Mr. and
A wedding of much interest to
Mrs. Hall Hood, chairman, prehours were Mrs. H. I. Sledd, Mrs.
Desmer Coleman and
Mrs.
and
Mn,
and
'
Mr.
-were
honTom
Gifts
prese
Mrs.
Taylor.
id
ted-46-the
•
their many friends was that of
Pat.
Joe
sop
gift
lovely
A
rs Verble Taylor and children
oree by the guests.
Roy Hamlin and Miss Obena Ererfn. Pleasint Grave,
Mrs.
Ittiff1111r.
40
'
0.
was also received from :Ahem
olOrels and tene;- Everette Robsons, Richard A. and Tommie, Mr. and Lennis Hale, Murray, which daughter, Miss.
and,. son
ert,, Mrs. Walter Steely.
Outland, Mr. and took place Saturday, February 29,
Kelley
Mrs.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Steely and
Eudell.
Valentine, Mr. and in the Methodist parsonage in
Taylor
Mrs.
A bountiful dinner was spread
daughter Annie Lou; Mr. and Mrs.
a.*
Bill Warren and son Cecil, Paris, Tenn.
at noon with music furnished by
J. H. Boggess. Misses Ivy and Lula Mrs.
The bride is the attractive
Herbert Smith and
Mrs.
and
Mr.
at
and
Cain
Miss
pianist
Garner, Mr. and Mrs.. Aubrey
Josephine
and Brown, Mr. and daughter of Mr. and Mrs, Ernest
singing by members and relatives
Steely and daughter Shirley Sue, sons Roy
McCuiston and son Trel- Erwin of Pleasant Grove. She was
Miss Alice Bea Roberts, Reble Mrs. Oren
of the Perry family.
,graduated from Lynn Grove High
lis.
„Steely. Frances and Dilly Poole.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs
the class
in
valedictorian
as
school
•• •
•
Mr.
Smith,
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Raymond Perry and daughter Miss
Murattended
later
She
1934.
of
and
and Mrs.. Chester Fielder
Shower Given For
Mary Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
"'.••••••
ray State College.
dauqter Charlotte. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. L. A. Alderson
H. Crider, Mrs. Bradley Overby
young
prominent
a
groom,
The
A miscellaneous shower was Richard Roberts. Mr. and Mrs. farmer, is the son of Mr. apd Mrs. and son Lawrence, Mrs. Orval
/
McCuiston and grandson
given Mrs. L. A Alderson at the Irvin
Whitlow, Magdalene W. Belcher,
/
C. L. and a graduate of Murray
; home of Mrs C. A. Taylor Wed- Keys, Mr. and Mrs. John R. HenMabMrs.
Belcher.
and
Mr.
Jamees
Connie goes sophistkazed in this suave
High School.
color ...although her price is very
They will. make their home in ra Travis and daughters, Miss Anna
le
Frank
and
Marie
naive! The Strap is of SUEDE or GABMurray.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Alexander and
ARDINE...with Calfskin. In BROWN
Loma,
Brooks,
children, Miss Ida
Jones-Ward Marriage
NAVY GABARDINE too! A bit more
or
•
Edmond and little Miss Sue, J. T.
- Sunday Afternoon
is thc sandal...one strap
frivolous
Coming as a surprise to their Graham, Mrs. Mary Alexander,
playing hide and seek with the other!
Mrs. Pearl Graham, Elsie Graham,
of
marriage
the
is
friends
many
95 ,r
$3.
PATENT, BEIGE, BLUE
Also in
For the generous business of last week which
Miss Pauline Ward and G. B. Jones, Curt Graham, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey'
Swagger Buck. See them!
shows the growing appreciation of the quality
which was quietly solemnized Sun- Alexander, Dorothy Alexander,
Cain, Norman
Josephine
BOONE SERVICE.
day afternoon, March eighth, at Miss
And $5.00
four o'clock at the home of the Steele, Miss Anna Staples, Leon
LARWEEK—THE
WE THANK YOU FOR LAST
bride's parents at Tenth and Olive Jones, R, W. Balkley, Mr. and Mrs.
GEST PATRONAGE IN SEVERAL MONTHS
streets. The impressive single ring Lawson Alexander of Sedalia. and
ceremony was read by the Rev. Barney Herndon of Sedalia
Carroll Hubbard. pastor of the
Memorial Baptist Church before
the members of the immediate
families. During the nuptials soft
strains of "Believe Me If All Those
Endearing Young Charms" and
"Lohengrin's Bridal Chorus" were
Cardui stimulates the appetite arid
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
given by Miss Mary Lou Outland, improves digestion, helping women
the?
cousin of the bride, at the piano. to sos mote strength from the food
is improved. strength
Miss SM. As nourtstiment
were
attendants
The
Ii built up, certain functional pains go
Marelle Ward. sister, of the bride. away and women praise Cardul for helping
Mrs. C
them back to good health. .
and Gordon Phillips.
Ratliff. et Winton, W. Va.. Votes: -After
The attractive bride was attired the birth of my last baby. I did not seem
strength back. I took Cardul
in navy blue with blue accessories. to pt my was
soon sound and well I hare
sin and
Miss Marelle Ward wore grey with
MI it to my daughters and recommend It
Thousands of women
ether ladles.''
black accessories.
tastily Cardul ben.erlted them. If it does not
The Ward home was beautifully MOMS TOIJ, 0012•Ult a physician.
Mrs. Floyd Taylor
Honored
On Thursday, February 20, a
shower was given in -honor of Mrs.
Floyd Taylor in the home of Mrs.
lirayne Paschall.
---Many nice and useful gifts were
,
111.11
receive° by the honoree.
A delightful plate lunch was
served including two kinds of cake,
boiled custard, hot coffee and
chocolate which was prepared by
Mn. Gels Windsor. Mrs. Lula Paschall. and Mrs. May Paschall.
---mctre- present were MM.-WeenieJones, Mrs. Less Jones, Mrs. Bunt
Waldrop, Mrs. Obie Waldrop, Mrs.
Bee Stark, Mrs. May Paschal?, Mrs

rd
you-
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How Cardui Helps
Women To Build Up
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Patrons of Water
& Light Co.
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Distinctive Spring
Styles
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flre. -

Clean CLOTHES

Or/

.35
.30
1.50
.25
.60
.30
1.15
.60

WILL HELP YOU ENJOY IT!
Soiled and spotted clothes won't help you forget winter, won't help you enjoy spring! And after long winter months of wear your clothes can't
help 'but be soiled and spotted! Go through your
clothes closet today and send US all the things that
need cleaning. We'll have them back the following day looking clean and fresh!

ay on
Mee.
ep in
and'

Deem

whO
iu 10prolei
yed

CLEANERS tel. 234

Styles of impressive materials that
proud to show you.

we

find a complete line of
fine quality accessories at RYAN'S.
are

New Spring Merchandise, New Dress Materials and Patterns at"
RYAN'S.

The newest Spring Coats, Dresses, Suits,
Millinery and Accessories
We have made two trips to the Chicago markets in the last few days and our purchases have
been most satisfactory.
We invite you to shop with us before you select your spring merchandise, for we know that
we have the quality of merchandise that you want.

Get your Simplicity
Pattern . . . one for every type garment.

MURRAY GARMENT CO.

Since 1880—Satisfaction Guaranteed

MRS. C. 0. BEECH
ear

.....reermeree-reree.
4 4
.
..eiliWNISSISWEWaisigareeerdwaereire.

•111-

•

•

V.

S.

Your Water and Electric Account
is due and payable BY THE 15th
Services will be DISCONTINUED AFTER 15th if not paid.
OF THIS MONTH.
Please arrange to pay your account at the office and save emharassment, as no money will be
accepted elsewhere.

KENTUCKY- TENNESSEE
LIGHT AND POWER CO.
Murray

:

Kentucky

•sontaewas
S.
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newspaper. Only in exceptional
eircumstancea do we see fit to
Comment on a subject that is raised by an advertisement --in this
The
and
Times.
'Calloway
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger. The
By Joe
-paper.
Tunes-jic.-ald, October 20. 1928.
However, an advertisement pubInc.
Publietting.,Co.,
'County
Calloway
The
Published by
lisimd in The Ledger & Times this
North Fourth Street. Murray, Kentucky.
Jim Farley says tlye ,vatars of
week by the Portland Cement Ascountry repudiated RoCiaavelra
the
Editor sociation. inviting attention to the
Joe T. Lovett
campaign Rconomy program and
tact that oilly concrete roads can
approved the l'pending of billions
-take it. during winters like the
by the New Deal. In other words.
past one is so timely and coinciJim w perfectly willing for the
IMEMSER
dent with our own notions that we
-to sacrifice its dollars,for
k•ATIONAIL ENTORIM are constrained to comment upon country
the benefit of the Democratic
,ASSOCIATION it.
party.
'nye failure of our soads in CalCaLe..enAiee, /93 5
loway county to withstand the
A better sign of spring than the
freezes and thaws of a hard winter
robins: baskets of onion sets out in
.177T1'-77i till i•
is emphasized every time we have
front of the groceries.
winter. And not only are
Entered at the Postoffice, Murray, KentuckY,-as-second class mail matter such a
such roads extermely unsatisfacThe ticket you hold on the bedSubscription Rates:-In First Congressional District and Henry and tory for use but they she also.
Stewart Counties, Tenn.. $1.00 a year; Kentucky. $1.50; Elsewhere. 62.041. heavily expensive. It is noticed room suit'e to be given away April
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County markeit that repair crews are diligently 11 may not get you the suite but
furnished upon application.
trying to repair gravel and black- you can rest assured that you won't
top roads while concerete is lust get it unless you do have a ticket.
was
He
him.
misunderstand
to
the same as it was last Summer.
and
sturdy
loyalties,
staunch in his,
Another newspaper man went
Even asphalt gives away and retrue in his .beliefs.
quires some maintenance, though -postmaster" last week when GemThe 'usual platitudes of tribute
tie Senff got the job at Mount
4p,A henor seern weak and puny not, so muds as lower-type roads Steeling.
- A -substantial_ past-oaf--InitIS! -Mrir
marehing- for'
It has elready.been
-raY -IMADOW and invE
chareco
life,
the
portray
-tojust
Dr.
Of
the' slibekliag death
We are not so much intrested in
proved that black top
elevating influence of this sufficiently
'Kentucky-for-Progress as are in
Wildy Harding Graves one of Its ter and
we roads are,, completely unsatisfacthat
Would
citizen.
eminent
-seem- -influeistial-and..behavefi Citi....111e_inaver get. through "fix- rprogtess facjc.entucky.
the gift h.) exist**. what- ite
•• #
zens. All who knew Doctor Graves had
ing them". Roads arc somewhat
deserves.
fittingly
so
loved and admired him; his influlike a marriage in that it isn't the
A lot of newspapers are explainafter
lives
do
men
good
"The
ence was strong and consistent for
first cost that's so important, ,it's ing George Washington's feat of
sense Doctor
everything that stood for a better them" and in that
the upkeep.
throwing a dollar across the Paspirit
his
but
dead
not
is
Graves
city and- county and they are as
Of course, we people in „Callo- tomac by claiming that a dollar
those upon whom he
sincere as they are legion who lives on in
opporway county haven't much
went farther in those days. But
has deeply etched his noble characmourn bitterly at his bier.
to witness how concrete it is our experience that a dollar
of ser- tunity
Doctor Graves civic record is a ter throughout a life-time
roads can -take it" for we have sails much faster now.
his profession.
monument to his influence but'it vice to humanity in
-gs beyond our borders to find
affairs of to
our
in
and
church
the
in
his
To
story.
the
all
tell
does nut
any.
The Elizabethtown News thinks
life.
every-day
physia
•
only
not
was
he
patients
We missed out on Federal high- it's foolish to pay nine advisers to
Gra_vos.
cian to minister to their physical 'Rest in peace. Doctor
ways and, as a matter of course, the state highway commissioner
be forgotten.
needs but' a dear friend and coun- you will not sooq,
concrete roads when we were not 627.000 a year when most of the
sellor whose advice was always
than twenty state is willing to do it for othing.
represented
more
sound and noble;
/ears ago when Federal highways
Dr' Graves was:ia man of strong
were being established. But surely
We sincerely apologize to the T.
se and straight-forward character. No
we. are not to be punished- the
0. Turner store for a newspaper
tale 'ever had to wonder where he
remainder of our lives because of
Editoril support for advertising a piece of official negligence for "blunder" last week that omitted
stood on any public question for
he expressed himself sincerely and campaigns are constantly being which the rest of us are and were the store's name from an important advertisement of a special sale
frankly because he wished no one sought are rarely given by this not responsible.
is jointly the
We believe it is high time for of silks. The error
responsibility of the compoging
Calloway county to start out to
room and the proof-reader. Of
get some concrete reads. It's the
only ge.nuinely permanent type of course it had to happen in an extremely important announcement
road yet devised and we are going
whichosiems to always be the case.
to .set here until- Kingdom Come
We regret the error very much
without any if we don't go out
after them consistently and vigor- and sincerely deprecate the Inconvenience it caused the store and
,. ,usly.
the public. The only consolation
. Marshall • county, our neighbor
on the north with less than two- we have is that "misery loves company" and such incidents will octhirds our population and area,
cur occasionally in every newshas ten miles of as fine a road as
paper office no matter how, much
there is in Kentucky because it
care is taken.
happens to be a Federal highway.
. Meanwhile, we struggle through
Private banking has been abolthe broken morasses on our roads
every time we have a hard freeze ished in Italy and virtually everybut . one's
thing else
private
. and its subsequent thaw. • ••
What are we going trr-dn--stsout- 414etightw--whie4t-we- doubtle.-bete
private.
it-• Nothing, as usual?
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Enjoy Outdoor Play

-Card of'Thanks
We wish to express our appreciation to the friends and neighbors,
and every one who has shown us
so much kindness in the tragic
death of our darling daughter arid
sister, Dorothy Del.
We want to thank all of you fair
the many • beautiful' floral offers
Ines. and for ,every word of sympathy. both spoken and - Written.
May god bless you.-Mt. and
Mrs.: H. B. Rhodes and children.
Heed the Classified Column.

SAFEGUARD YOUR HEALTH

Murray Milk Products CoTelephone
, 191 -.
4

Your Neighbor's Plan

Washington. D. C.
March 3 1936
Joe T. Lovett,
Murray, Kentucky.

His favorite plan is to get a Certificate of Deposit for the
sum he wishes to keep in his .surpluriitred. The bank guarantees him a certain rate of profit and yet be can have the
money again quickly at any time.
It's a good plan CO have some money -where you can put
your hind on it any time. Hut this money ran be. earning
more profit tor you if !ou adopt the -C. of D." plan.

DEPOSITS INSURED
tel

BY

I want to extend to you my sine thanks /or your very timely
editOrial wills reference to the proposed dam on the lowef"-Tenneswe. The fine and sportsmanlike
spirit of this editorial is typical of
you and of the people of Calloway County.
nature had
If
afforded your
county a better' site for this dam
n could be found in some. other
county. I am sure your people
would not have gloated over that,
fact. Since it seems that a site in
another county more nearly meets
Kthe requirements for the location
of t is dam, it is refreshing to
Mutt yoUr people are not in
a bid humor about ft.
As one -who has' been actively
.
identified with this movement from
its inceptibn, I can testify that

BEAMAN'S GARAG
West Maple Street

•

COLD ALORE
IS NOT

ENOUGH

Insist on Modern Air Conditioned
Refrigeration!
There is something entirely new in refrigerators for
the home air conditioned refrigeration. Because the
modern ice refrigerator is air conditioned, it gives you
three-way protection: Constant cold, proper moisture
and clean-washed air. So the modern ice refrigerator does
more than simply keep foods cold. _. It. protects them
against rapid drying out keeps them fresh and flavorsome. --A modern ice refrigerator keeps food flavors from
mingling. It constantly collects all food odori and disposes of them throughthe outlet. These new refrigera_ tors cost so much less than other types that you can al- most refit your,entire kitchen with the saving. They
never get out of orde.r.. They are so handgorne that you
Will be proud to-own one. . . so efficient that you need.
ice only onceitt several days. See them before you buy.
•••••

Think it over.

Hazel, Kentuck

Be .Kind- To Your
County Highways

Commends Murray's Attitude
TO14 ard Location_ M.Daan

He makes it a rule to keep part of his money invested
where he can get it quickly at any time. He is alaays ready
for the unexpected demand.

DEES BANK OF HAZEL

M. D. HOLTON

Letters to Editor

TOW NEIGHBOR HAS A PLAN that saves him a lot of wor.
ry and. it alten helps him make a bigger success of his work.

'4c$5000

AND PROTECT YOUR FAMILY
IPZ15304

One of the numerous "probable- candidates for the Democratic nomination to succeed Congressman W. V. Gregory is County
Attorney Hill Hood, of . Murray.
Mr. Hood strikes 'mevery favorably. He is young, a World War
veteran, highly intelligent and commendably personable. A graduate
of the University of Kentucky,, he
has-been a distinct strews as an
attorney and leading civic worker
of this section. wir -Hood is president of the Murray Rotary Club.
He has a charming wife and four
Their new
delightful children.
home is out beyond Murray College, about two .miles.-G. M. Pedley in Lyon County` Herald.
—
-

Drink a Quart Each Day

MAXIMUM INSURANCE' MN FOR EACH DEPOSiT011

4

Boosts Hall'Hood

Keep them feeling like play and strong to' re-'
sist iIT with SUNBURST PASTEURIZED MILK

WASHINGTON, D. C.

a

SAVE YOUR MONEY

In an interview this week,
County Road 'Engineer C.- H.
Makes this lysitereitt4
Procfor
roads of
Comment: While the
Shelby County have been stub..1
jected to Inc most severe winter
weather in approximately twenty
years and are crumbling under ,
traffic, there is not enough actual cash in the road fund to start
anything . but the most meager
kind of repair work. Unless help
arrives in the meantime. this condition will exist until .the fiscal /.
Year' is Concluded
A good road can be allowed to
deteriorate for a certain' period and
Now is it Hauptrnann or Dot Con- then repaired without serious ill
is
kidel
don who
being accused
effects. Of course, the cost of renapping and killing the Lindbergh- pair is much higher than constant
baby!
maintenance, but this course ha:.
proved acceptable in-- limos of
We arc glad to record that our stress. But when a road that was
own representative Ben Grogan of low type in the first place is
had a large hand in persuading tested by treffic. rains. anows and
Offeernor Chandler to extend the thawing in addition to a Lack of
&lie' for taxes to beCome delin- maintenance, all that usually requent from March 1 to Agill 1. mains is the right-of-way. The
Acting on the suggesilop of K. p. cost of rebuilding such ,a highway
Neale, Calloway county's deputy, is almost prohibitive.
clerk. Mr. progan, together with, The motoring public should be
Representative W. L. Hampton, of reminded that highways aee'propFulton county, called On the Gover- erty of the citizen, builrlby him
nor and he acceded to thew engalat and maintained by him. Persons
who deliberately wreck rbads at
this - crucial period by improper
loads and tires not only violate the
law but "shake down- the taxpayer
for increased taxes.-Shelby News.

These Spring days can produce as troublesome colds as the hardest of winter after exposure
following hard play. '

The Federal Deputit ineorance Corporation

Kirksey, Wednesday, March 18, dent of the Kentucky Farm Buby postponing the delinquency date without the unflagging sea, the
reau will be the principal speaker
a month.
dmintleat courage, Mad Alm bound- 2 p. m.
Faxon, Thursday, March 19, 2 et the meeting Saturday, March
less faith of CalloWelf county
14, at 1 p. m
m.
An epidemic of roller skating in people, the building of this darn
Murray calls for extreme premed- would have been delayed for many . Concord,„Oradea:, March 20, 2 p
FISHES IN FLORIDA
trim on the part of motorists. It years yet' to come. When the darn
Sieritherman. Saturday, March 21,
isn't fair to 'saddle responsibility on shall have been completed, the
A. 0. "Red" Woods and T. L.
the children for they are too young citizenship of the whole section to 2 p. m.
Hopkinaville
Metcalf
were
in
to realize the dangers they run be served by it will be greatly inFlorida lest week visiting and
However, parents should forbid debted to Calloway county for its
Leslie Ellik who represented this
their youngsters to skate .in the fine contribution„ in leadership, county and Kentucky at the con- fishing. Mr. Woods was displaying
streets. Night skating adds much time, money, and publicity given ference at Memphis laid week will a large 8-pound fish which he
brought back last Friday. He stated
to the dangers of the situation for to this great project.
discuss the new Farm Program at
caught several in lake Tel.
a driver cannot always see a child
Now that the best suited site the Farm Bureau meeting in the that he
Saturday, quin but the 8-pounder was tha
on the streets at night, particularly for the dam seems to have been circuit
room
court
largest.
in passing other cars. The solu- chosen by the Tennessee Valley March 14, at 1 p. m.
tion to this problem is not in regu- Authority,"let us all continue to
lation but in extreme thoughtful- work together until we shall have
J. L. Thurmond, first vice-presiness and care on the part of all reached the goal toward which we
concerned
base been so earnestly striving.
Cordially yours,
" Congratulations are naturally in
W. V. Gregory
order for James Parker Miller,
able Hazel youth, who is staying
on the Union University team and
COUNTY AGENT NOTES
won the salutation as "best debater" at the Mid-South tournaThese rates good for your normal life-time
4-H Clubs Meet
ment in Arkadelphia, Ark., recentexpectancy.
Next week is meeting date for
ly which Miller and his team-mate
..39 years •
won. We are glad to extend them all 4-H clubs except Lynn Grove
$2,500—age 25
anKt-eases.-eer felicitate the youth's and. ttus„.Training School. These
$31.43.
•36 years-Ntr-v30
$2,500—age
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. R. &Mr, clubs met this week. Lynn Grove
32,600—age 35 ...... • .-_$33.95. ..32 years
has
and
tine
a
ne
had
members
Hare/ Prof../.....J. Hortin,'debating
$43.28. ...29 years
---$2,500—age 40
coach at Murray College. who program Monday afternoon. Four
.
$53.18 .. .25 years
$2,500—age 45
started young Miller on the road boys made talks on "Gardening".
with,„intime -1 32,500—age 50
--r---i--$68.13. .. .21 years
to debating success, is entitled to Roll rail was
' $90.13. . . .18 years
a.heaping measure of credit for the of a vegetable. Next meeting date
j$2,500—age 55
. '
young man's notable accomplish- is Tuesday, April - 14, at 2 p. m.
$114.70. . .15 years
32,500—age 60
club
The
School
met
Training
ments.
elected
Tuesday
and
ofmorning
••a e •
POLICY HAS CASH LOAN AND OTHER
What move next by Hitler, the ficers and project captains. This
VALUES
club
members
65
has
date
to
and
mad-dog of Europe? Is another inclub
more
The
some
join.
to
is
sane men to throw the world tint°
a bloody maelstrom as the Railer divided into six groups according
did 22 years ago? What can.-Ixt to projects. Next meeting date is
General Agent
First National Bank Building
expected (tom a nation's master, Tuesday, April 14, at 9:20 a. m.
Clubs to meet next week are:
who follows a warlike move with
peace-like declarations' The tongue
speaks one way but the hand acts
another. Another incident like the
Sarejevo assassination in 1914 and
Chaos will again reign in Europe
with the remainder of the world
helplessly and inevitably drawn
into the bloody mess.

Murray,

.FRIDAY,' MARCH
3:00 P. M.

REMEMBER—We sell you modern ice refrigerators at MANUFACTURERS' PRICES. NO DOWN PAYMENT, only $1.00 per
week.
Not only cheaper but ice refrigeration gives two things no other refrigerator does.

Murray Consumers Coal & Ice Co.
Incorporated,

M. L. WHITNELL, Manager

For ServICE=Telephone 64
Tune in on Mary Pickford's -Parties at Pickfair,- over Colum- bia network, Tuesday nights at 9 o'clock C. S. T.
maestram.-!.,

S.
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Poetry Reading. Virginia' Collie; tested by the Calvert City teen byDramatic Monologue, Ruben Rob- a score of 35-17. ,
erts.
•
The first six grades are pre
Music events omitted last weeje
"Listen to Lieu" Mardi 241_
Mixed chorus, Soprano solo. Ru- 'seating a free program Thuisosy
we bene Roberts.
web
"Oh what a tangled
night, March /9. The program is
weave.
as follows:
When first we practice to deceive!"
Boy's Chorus, "Too Many Green
The senior clau are making the
Did Dr. Leon Byran, acted by third volume of the Faxon Cardin- Apples".
Alvis Colson, learn this great les- al, the rather unique hand-made
Japanese Dance.
son? And how!
Song, "One Umbrella Built for
yearbook of Faxon High School,
And the worm turns when Adon Mira Audie Louise Folwell, Eng- Two".
Williams, as the long-suering valet, lish teacher, is sponsor of the
Solo, "When He's All Dolled Up."
out-Herods Herod. In fact Leon annual.
Operetta, "The Guest of the
thinks there is an epidemic of
The senior organization is as Pink Parasol".
worms when Lester Workman, as follows; Class sponsor, Mr. BillColonel Byran, Rubene Roberts, as ington; class president, Jerlene BoThese are the names of StuCarolyn Jamison, Jerlene Bogard, gard; vice-president, Lester Work- dents who made all. A's and B's
as Anne Cushman, Joseph Clark, man; class poet. Alvis Colson; class for the fourth sixth week examinaas Arehibold Darby, and Adon Wil- editor, Edna Mae Roberts; editor- tions in the seventh and eighth
liams, as Guiseppe, all conspire to in-chief, Jerlene Bogard; business grades:
cure Leon of his Baron Manchaus. manager, Alvis Colson; art editor,
Arelene Cunningham, Rheda Bell
en tendencies.
Rubene Roberts; sports editor, Ray- Carraway, Daniel Parker, Cletus
Nell McDaniel,
Don't fail to see Miss Dove Anna mond Morris; secretary-treasurer, Colson, Dorothy
Sadie Nell Dyer, Keith Ross, ElCrass as Babe, fat and forty, the Joseph Clark.
unwanted stepchild of the young
The junior -class -organization is: wood Phellak Dorothy Elliott, Freedoctor. She's a darb! And also sponsor. Mr. Walston, president, man Sheckell, Nann Walker, Anne
afiyaupas.
nslee. Hattie,
her obedient maid acted by Edna Wilson SLar4AL 14% preside ,
Mae Roberts.
ry--lrearnmer,
This iss the senior play so don't bie
lass editor, Wayne
Young Men's Club Will
fail to see it.
-Dyer.Sponsor Murray Scouts
Speech Events Entries
Honor Roll For Sixth Month
Debating: affirmative team, TalThe Young Business Men's Club
Third grade: Russel Burns Admage Burkeen, Imogene Farris, and ams, Lynda Lee Dyer, Frankie of Murray voted Monday night to
team, Nell Folwell, Clara Sue Ellis, and sponsor a revival of the Boy Scout
Negative
Wilson, Gantt.
Wayne Dyer, Mareva Thompson, Sarah Ruth McClure.
movement in Murray. Dean A. B.
and Jerlene Bogard.
Fourth grade: Rieke Clark and Austin will act as scoutmaster and
will be assisted by Young Mr.
Extemporaneous Speaking, Wil- James Euel Owens.
The Faxon Cardinals were de- Gross, a student in Murray State
son Gantt; Discussion, L. V. Ross;
College.
A scout committee was" appointed, consisting of Carmen Graham,
chairman; W. Z. Carter, Dr.
Calvin Smith, Joe T. Lovett and
Harry I. Sledd. Mr. Graham and
Preston Holland were appointed
a committee to determine if the
high school gym., could be used
for scout meetings.
The club voted to urge aerial
survey companies, engaged to map
We are proud of the
the Lower Tennessee Valley, to
work we have been,. J..use. the Murray airport. It was
maproducing by this'
reported that 16,000 pictures will'
chine—no stitches or
be made at a cost of $35,000.
tacks, etc. Your soles
Nat Ryan Hughes reported that
C. A. Sawyer, district manager of
are glued on and held
the Southern Bell Telephone Co.,
over entire area of
said the company would offer Mursole.
ray two options for improved telephone facilities within the next
Heat is used to dry sealing mixture while On90 days.
to
shoe
der pressure with the proper last in the
The Rev. A. V. Havens, new pasfor of the First Christian Church,
assure shapeliness.
was a guest and made brief reMarion
Representative
marks.
McCarthy, Webster county, a former student in the college. and Byron Royster, Sebree, Ky.. former
chief clerk of the Kentucky SenEast Maple Street
ate, weer presented.
0
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Our. New
VULCO-SOLE
Machine

Try the New Vulco-Sole Process

DUTCH'S SHOE SHOP

Announces Display of New

Spring Farm Equipment
David Bradly is a name that for 105 years has meant
quality farm equipment to farmers the nation over.
Sears offers this fine line of farm tools at prices consistently lower. Save on Farm Equipment at Sears.
NOW, new quarters—larger stocks from which to make
your selections. The new location is 307 Jefferson St.

You Can Save Substantially As
Sear's Celebrates With the

II I I\°

r-r31

-

$5 DOWN
$5 MONTH
Small Carrying Charge

1

It pays to read the classified ads.
For various reasons the members of the debating team have
been changed.. Tuesday they are
to give a practice debate before
the student body on the question, Resolved: That the several
states should enact legislation providing for a complete medical service available to all citizens at
public expense. Those upholding
the negative are: Odine Swann„
Tennie Wilson Rogers and Thelma
Smith; affirmative, Martha Nell
Stark, Yvenna Rhea and Fenny
Sue Jones.
Wednesday the contestants for
the county tests go to Hazel to
compete with other high school
slants--of- -the county. --Thissaantering and thili subjects are: Biology, Kathleen Caldwell; hygiene, Margaret Howard; general
science, Richard Boston; geometry,
Laura Uunter; American Literature, Willie Kelso; English..Literature, Harry Cotham; English IV,
Isabell Stephens; English III, (Mine
Swann; English II. Mary L. Hayden; English I. Ruth Cole; civics,
Robbie Erwin; American history,
Ernest Jones; general history; Fanny Sue Jones; arithmetic IV, Codie
Lathan Suiter; algebra H. James
Warren Erwin; allgebra I, Ralpli,
Boyett Crouch; current events Dr'
James Hugh Smith; current events
III, Tennie Wilson Rogers; current events II, Leon Tinsley; current events I, Elmo Tinsley; agriculture IV, Mitchell Story; agriculture III, J. R. Jones; agriculture
II, Erven Routen; agriculture I,
Preston Coalunt,
Monday, March 16, the musical
arid speaking phase of the county contests Will be held at Almo.
The participants from Lynn Grove
are as follews:

The famous "David Bradley" Corn
Planter is known to thousands of
American farmers for its accuracy
and efficiency. The positive drive
makes skipping impossible, and seeds
are dropped with unfailing precision. Can be adjusted to make
rows of varying width from three.
feet to three feet 8 inches. Workmanship and materials art of the
best, and lowered prices place these
within reach of every farmer.

Girl Scout News
4
Troop No. I
Saturday the Scouts met in the
The
Training School building.
majority of the time was spent in
passing tests.
We had -olictiecnifd tram ceremony Monday morning in the little auditorium. The following received second class badges: Jeanne
Harrison,'Mayme Ryan, Clara Waldrop, Lucille Pollard, Mary Elizabeth Bennett, Nancy Mellen, and
Frances Sledd.
—Frances Sledd. Scribe
It pays to read the classified ads.

STREET
SKATING

MUST STOP!
Whereas, the street skating has beenine a
serious problem for the safety of motorists and the
skaters, the Murray City Council has ordered policemen to enforce the city ordinance which prohibits skating on the sidewalks and streets.

Each violation of this ordinance calls for a
FINE of from $1.00 to $5.00.
EIGHTH
The city has roped off
STREET, the block to the east of the Murray High
School campusjor the pleasure of skaters between
the hours of 6 and 10 each night, except Sunday.

Skaters found on OTHER STREETS
and SIDEWALKS will be forced to comply with the law and will be subject to
FINE.
(Sign. •
W. S. SWANN, Mayor.
BURMAN PARKER, Chief of
Police

—an edifice of lasting satisfaction
personal
intangible but real; of
pride and community respect—in short, a home
of your own.

one you
.out
of y

BUILD

n—a bridge from tenancy to dWner1 ship, from dependence upon a land.
1
lord to real American independence.

BUILD

BUILD

„/
Disease is often spread from7
chick to chick througlentrty water.
Ing and feeding equtpment and contaminated drinking water, warns
Grafton Lothrop, manager of t*
Sanitation Products Dephrtment
Purina Mills. For easy, econmnical
protection against such infectio*
Lothrop ,recommends the dislitfect:
Mg of drinking -fountains_ and feeding trough at least once a week
with a solutian of 2 teaspoonful
of Chlorena Nader to three gate
Ions of Water. hainklim water
should he eirangeti -everY day. liecording to Lothrop, and (one spoonful of Chlorerm Powder ressolved
In each five gallons of water.

Small Carrying Charge
(Knocked Down)

J. L. Thirfamend, first vice-presl.
dent of Kentuety Farm Bureau,
will be guest -speaker Saturday,
March 15, at 1 p. m. at the organization of the Farm Bureau of
This meeting
Calloway county.
will be in the circuit court room
at Murray. The public is Invited
to hear Mr. Thurrnon and he114.,
build this Farm Buerau,

BUILD and BONUS are two big words
that seem to belong together. Let your
Bonus help you build ----A HOME!

PROTECTING CHICK LIFE

$5 Down
$5 Month

—a home or improve the

have,

applying as much

bonus as possible to that purpose.

BuiL

—a dam against the flood of heedhazardous
less expenditures and
speculation that may engulf your Bonus and
savings.

BUILD

—security, now and for the years to
cOme, for yourself and family, by
improved
creating a real asset—a new or
home.

ii

i
country.

the future, of yourself, your
community and your

children, your

MR. VETERAN: We will be glad to talk over any contemplated plans with you and
with no obligation on your part. Wr will be glad to aid you in any way possible and,
invite you to call on us.

CARING FOR THE DOG
Many words have been spoken on
the care.of the dog, het -none wiser
or easier to put into practice than
those from A, H. Leonard, head of
the dog department of the Purina
Mille Be says. "Keep things about
Your dog clean, see that he gets
regular exorcise,jrcat him kindly.
give him a balanred foil, and you'll
go a long ways toward keeping hi,
tall wagging and eyes glisten*.

Everything to Build Anything

Murray Lumber Co., Inc.
Depot Street

Telephone 262

Open Sat Nite Till

Paducah, Ky.

307 Jefferson St.

Hi.

To Speak On
Farm Bureau

THE VETERAN:

-The average chick starts off llfe
weighing about one and a quarter
ounces. Experiments at the Purina
Research Farm bring out that on
only two pounds-of feed containing
Puratene. the chick can be made to
weigh 16 to 20 ounces in six weeks.
Losses from hen mortality have
Increased at an alarming rate the
last few years. In come parts of
the country, hen mortality runs as
high as 50 per cent. No poultry
raiser can profitably stay In the
chicken business very long with
losses such as that.
Experimental work carried on at
the Purina Research Farm show
that the place to start reinedyiug
this unprofitable•sitention Is in Ow
growing of t4te pullets. They noist
he given that "built-in" vitality to
"stand the gaff" when they start
laying. In :Wine Puratene to the
growing ration for growing chicks,
the research,farm finds that the extra vitamin A it gives the chicks.
steps up their vitality and reinforees -them against disease.,

Famous Bradley
Corn Planter
.95
49
$

-Lynn Grove

Not Everybody in'
Calloway county sub-scribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

FARM NOTES!

Girls' solo, Nancy Ruth Hutchena
Boy's solo, Mitchell Story. '
Girls' trio, Nancy Ruth Hutchens, Odine Swann and Charlene
Mayfield.
Mixed quartet, Odine Swann,
Talmage Jones, Mitchell Story and
Nancy Ruth Hutchens.
Boy's quartet, Fred Furchess,
Hewlett Cooper, James Kelso, and
Talmage Jones.
Mixed chorus, composed of 30
members.
Public discussion, Ruth Frances
A
Turnbow.
Extemporaneotel.speaking, James
Hugh Smith.
bration, Ernest Jones.
Poetry reading. Mildred Wrather

The past week the weather has
been fine. Every one has bet
busy plowing.
We all enjoyed the sermon at
Mt. Pleasant Sunday morning delivered by Bro. Hicks.
Mrs. Ellen Paschall spent the
week end with Mr. and Mrs. Rudy
Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Smotherman
moved to Harris Grove last week.
Mr. and Mrs. have Stubblefield and daughter R. E. were dinner guests of" Mr. and Mrs. Noble
Rogers Saturday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Manly were
in Murray Saturday on business.
Miss Gaither Hail and It L.
The honor roll for the junior
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. class follows: Odine Swanri, Thelin
is
Sid Windsor. Mr. Windsor
ma Smith, Tennie Wilson Rogers.
ill health.
ee end the boys went to
j Last wk
Mr. and Mrs. Joe pascnali off
Mayfield spent the week end with Benton to take part lei the district
were victorious
_
tourneY._,.They,
Mr. and Mrs. Nobie West.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Henly'ha over Mel and Concord 'but were
as their dinner guests Sunday, Mr, defeated by Kirksey with a score
and Mrs. Elwood Dick and tam- of 40-19.
This ended the scheduled basily.—Pop Eye.
ketball season for this year but
a class tourney will be held sometime during.the spring practiee.

The seniors have started work
on their annual senior play entitled "A Poor Married Man." It
Burrell goes on to point out that will be given on Saturday evening,
strOrtg-liealtity
a
in order to build
Mafch 28. The cast of characters
bird, the pullet must go ,Into the is as follows:
laying period with a good reserve • Professor John B. Wise, aged
of vitamin A stored up In its body.
man, Fieldon
"It draws on this reserve as It goes 27, a poor married
Scott.
through the laying period.
Doctor Matthew Graham. aged
Growing Foods need ANtamin A "In the past, poultry raisers hare 54, Buriel Schroeder.
had to depend on alfalfa leaf meal.
Billy Blake, aged 20, a popular
corn meal and fish oils to supply college boy. Jerome Lassiter,
the vitamin A needs of the growing
Jupiter Jackson, aged 23, a
pullet. Both alfalfa lent meal and
black trump, Rudell Coursey.
It
and
feeds
bulky
are
corn meal
Mrs. Iona Ford, aged 48, some
Is Impossible to include enough of
each In the growing ration t, build mother-in-law, Eugenia Woodall.
Zoie, aged 20, her charming
up a large reserve of vitamin A.
"The new vitamin A concentrate. daughter, Clara Ernstberger.
concentrated
in
Pur-a-tene, supplies.
June Graham, aged 18, a little
form, an abundance of vitamin - AO freshman. Laurine Wood..
It is derived from carotene, a yel- , Rosalind Wilson, aged 19, a collow-colored substanee called 'pro-. lage. reporter, Relrna Taylor.
Vitamin A.' When Pur-a-tene goes
Everybody' watch the date and
through the liver of an animal it
becomes colorless vitamin A, the be sure to see the play.
same as is found In cod liver oil..
Yellow-colored 'pro-vitamin A no
found in Pur-a-tene is very stable
when mixed in feed."
Pullets on Range Need it
Even pullets on range need an
iihmehince of vitamin A in their ration, according to Burrell. "Green
stuff is rich in vitamin A in the
spring when chicks are small," he
says, "but as'the pullet grows older
and its vitamin A needs increase,•
the hot summer sun burns up the
green stuff and reduces its vitamin
A content gruffly. Science has put
Pur-a-tene in the• growing-- ration to
overcome this and give pullets the
vitamin A they really need."

$44.51:11
Extra strength in every part. SepGalesburg
arate angling levers.
heat-treated disc blades for longer
Adiaisable ton gu e-trucks.
Center pressure levers Insure even
penetration. Independent gang control. Oil-soaked maple bushings.

Honor Roll

Seniors: Fieldon Scott.
Juniors: Trecille Reeves, Kathleen Brown, and James Thomas
Roberts.
Sophomores: Virginia Dernell,
New Ingredient Helps Poul- lialline Lassiter, Margaret Robtrymee to Move Up Layerts, and „Frances Suitor.
ing Time By Three
Freshmen: Vernon Curd and
Months.
Lu Alice Culver.
Eighth grade: Mamie Nell RowMotber Nature never inter)*
land.
a pullet to lay eggs when she
Sixth grade: Joe Rob 13eale, G.
live months; old. Nature's( Plan is
for a chick to be hatched In tete 'W. Woods and Evelyn Clendenon.
Fourth grade: Jannie V. Jenkspring or early subsume then after
a long leisurely growing period be ins.
ready to lay the next spring. NaThird grade: Mavis Lee Rowture's way, the pullet's food con- land, and Joe Hargis Jr.
green
sists of weed seeds, bugs,
Second grade: Virginia Williams,
stuff and a little grain that She Bessie K. Hale, Dorothy Mae Robpicks up here and there.
"Under Nature's plan, a pallet erts, and Hilda Mae Childress.
will lay but 60 to 80 esgge-a-ganeo'l - First grade: Freda Roberts.
says J. H. Burrell of the Poultry
Delphi Wise Society Entertains
Department of the Pulp 'Mll.
in Chapel
"Thaelhav'w -441, t
prtTr
aft
eggs
when
year
of the
A spendid hour of entertainment
and prices are low. With today's
conditions, however, a poultryman was offered last Friday morning
can't affoed to let nature take Its by the members of the Delphi
course. He must have eggs in Sep- Wise Society. It was an imitation
tember and October, when egg of the barn • dance coming over
prices are the highest of the year.
Nashville each SatEvery egg In the fall is worth two Chicago and
urday night. Those members repeggs In the spring."
resented were as follows:
Sarah and Sally—by Clarice Grogan and Frances Suiter.
Honey and hasses—Vernon Curd
and D. Y. Andrus.
Lula Bell—Helen Hargis.
Uncle Dave—Charles Johnson.
An amateur program was next
presented which consisted of dancing, solos, duets, a quartet, and
guitar, harp, Jews harp music was
furnished.
The A ',Club'will entertain in
chapel next Friday morning.

MONEY CAN BUY
(Knocked Down)

)r
It'

Newsie "B"

Aimo High School

SCIENCE UNCOVERS
NEEDED VITAMIN A
TO.RAISE PULLETS

Golden Jubilee Offering of
FARM EQUIPMENT -Finest 10 Disc Harrow

ed

11
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It pays to read the classified ads.
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Stomach Trouble You?
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In Memory

Not So Long Ago
December. 1907
Murray Ledger

Scatter-Brain's
News
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The Intermediate Endeavor Society will meet; Sunday evening,
at 6:15. in the church basement.
Dorothy Del Rhodes, daughter
The Sunday night church serof 'henry and Lillien Rhodes. was
vice will begin at 7:15 'instead of
Eari Chambers
horn May 5,s 1920. died February
the former time of 7 o'clock.
SO 1930; aged 15 years, 9 months,
• The Mid-week Meeting - *ill be
service'
and 20 days.
worship
weekly
The
held Wednesday night at 7:15.
She leaves, to mourn her death, which was held Monday evening
Clarher father and mother, one broth- was well attended. Chaplain
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
er Halford. and four sisters. Nelle ence Q. Jones, sector chaplain, was
Lavon, Laurelle. azie
Mildred; with us again and favored us with
grandperents, a host st rct,tives ::.riother of his interesting and inIt. Cecil Moore, a returned misspiring talks.
and taiencislsionary from Chile, will speak at
With the addition of several new the morning hour on the far reachOne sister, Marie, preceded her
volumes, library circulation has ing subject "The Hundred ThousSeveral years ago. •
considerably during the and Membership Club." Church
Dorothy Del became a Christian improved
and pastor are very anxious that
when she was only 9 years of 'age past week.
Final examinations in First Aid this splendid man or God shall be
and joined the Lynn Grove 116thby all the people. His work
oidst Church, of which was a were conducted Tuesday evening heard
by Captain Blernker, camp surgeon. in Chile has been wonderfully
'faithful member.
and as- blessed of the Lord.
All, who knew Dorothy Dell, More than a dozen leaders
The pastor will preach al .the
expected to
loved her. She was especially de- sistant leaders are
evening hour. Subject: "The Never
voted to her family, and tried in qualify for the American Red Crom
Failing Promise to All. Corners",
,Avery wa_y she could to be a com- First -Aid Certificate.
Sunday School. Mid-week
Alfred Glazer, popular
ittfeguenrollee
enrollee o -The
fort to her parents and her brothtt B. T. U., and other
IrAilitisi
tfise
..O.oesed sisters.. •.-l'hitn•esseless- to say :ant _Red. Va.Sessiqa-be carried out as ere
not to weep ' for Dorothy but let Examiner, was discharged to aacept
ranged and announced. A cordial
Covingemployment
in
his
home,
.ti
s
be
assured
that
she
is
at
es
.
, tteri..
L.
rest
welcome is extended to all by this
ton.
church.
'
Joseph Callla. Jean Harlow and Spencer Traey In "RIFFRAVF - iuath Caild
-"I am the Resurrection and the I
at the Capitol Theatre SUNDAY aad MONDAY.
Life. He that believeth in Me,
Several poultry flocks were blood
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Though he were dead yet shall, he
tested in Lawrence county so
_
Penner Mb. -The gamea--.nis-Uil IN* again "
hatching eggs may be sold M premA. V. Mimesis, Minister
been decided upon by the enterNext Sunday morning, the Sun- ium prices.
committee,
were old Sunset and Evening star
tainment
day Schqol will begin at 9:30.
time games and they were greatly And one clear call for me;
The mooning worship sereice will
Grade Program, March 19
enjoyed by air The refreshments. And may there be no moaning at be held at I0:45. 'Special mane
The first six grades of Hazel punch and wafers were prepared
the bar
will be presented by the chorus
Chiropractor
High School will present a program by the, home economic class, and When I put out to sea.
choir.
WV West main
Office at Home,
Thursday, March 19, at 7:30
were served by a committee seAt 6:15, Sunday evening, the
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
A small admission will be charged. lected by the club. '
But such a tide as moving seems High School Chrittian Endeavor
The program is as follows:
in Afternoon
asleep
Society will meet in the Sunday
Too full for sound and foam;
Reading. sSizen' Up the Crowd",
1 P.M. to 6?. M.
Class To Give Luncheon
School auditorium.
When that which drew from out
Will Frank Steely.'
In with the luncheon unit, the
the boundless deep
Short poems, readings and song
by first and second grades: Mary Home Economics Class is planning Turns again home.
Rachel West, Buster'PaschaU. Quit- to serve a luncheon Friday, March
Twilight and evening bell
man Cherry, Diiris Hatfinon, Gene 13. in honor of the faculty. -Honor Roll
And,. after that the dark
Lynn, Lloyd Roane. L. L. Reeder
The honor roll for the first six And may there be no sadness of
Announcement is made of the Jr., Herman Shrader. •Joe Outland,
farewell
marriage of Sam Holcomb, Hollow Bobby Weans. Betty Jean White. weeks of the second semester is
as follows:
When I embark
Rock. and Miss Irene Porter. Psi-is.1 A. H. McLeod
Seniors: Celia
Miller, H. E
Tenn.
I" The Lollipop Drill. "On The
For though from out our bourne
'Good _ship Lollipops.. 4a.) Loui. Brandon. Margaret Gipson.
Juniors: Virginia Miller, Mary F
of time and place
Holton Cook came in today from pop-Fairies, Ann Littleton. Bettye
The flood may bear me far;
Lexington to spend the holidays ai Jean White, Mary Cherry. Rose- White.
No matter hots =any medicines heal the irritated tlmtega U the •
Freshmen: Leola Erwin. Clara I hope to meet my pilot face to I you
home. He is a student in the mary Wright, Leta Grey Brandon,
have tr.e.• for your cough, chest germ-laden phlegm is Imagoes! abd1
'Erwin.
Lester
Farris.
Laura
Curd.
face,
cold or bronchial irritation, you can expelled. Druggists also 'mow the
State College.
Fairy
Holland.
Oa)
Myrtlene
get
reliefnow with Creomulsion. effectiveneos of Beachwood Creogolds:
Bogard
Dunn,
When
I
have
crossed
the
bar.
Queen: Billie Wilcox.
ulsion not only contains-the sote and they rank ateomuision
Hobson Clopton has returned
Mender
M a n". Rubye Lee Pinkley. Elreta Lamb,
Play-'The
soothing
elements common to many top for coughs betels:so you, get a
from La Forge. Mo., where he has 1 Characters: The Mentier Man, Gene A Va Lee- Wilseirr, Wtfliam Adams ,
remedies; such as. Syrup of White real dose of Creosote in CzeomulSeventh
grade:
Calvin Orr West.
Pine Compound with Tar, fluid ex- sion, cmuktfied so that It is palatbeen at work
Orr Miller; Bo Peep. . Leta Grey
tract of Licorice Root, fluid extract
Brandon; The Little Man and His
of Wild Cherry and Menthol, but able, digestible and potent for goWife. A. H. McLeod and Bettye Independent Basketball Tourney
also has fluid extract of Ipecac for ing to the very seat cf the trouble.
TO ANNAPOUS
Crcomulsion Is guaranteed satisCalloway - Henry Counties
lahlegni loosening
Jean White; Jack and Jill, Mary
Through the request of the local Its powerful
effect, fluid extract of Cascara for factory in the treatment of coughs,
Rachel West. and Buster Paschall;
groups
of
the
county.
County
There will be --h4d'it-Kesel
Its mild laxative effect and, most chest colds and bronchial Irrita,Nat Miller Pace, a sophomore at Simple Simon. Gene, Harmon; The
High School an independent bas- Agent John T. Cochran has suc- important of all, Beechwood Creo- tons and especially those stubborn
Murray State College. has received Man From the
Douglas
South.
securing
Russell A. sote is perfectly blended with all ones that start with a common cold
word that he passed the admittance Reeder: The _Main, Myrtlene Hol- ketball tournament of Calloway ceeded in
of these to reach the source of the and hang on for dreadful days and
test for the United States Naval land; A Child, Anne Littleton; and Henry counties. March 20-21. Hunt, tobacco specialist from the trouble front the inside Creomul- nights thereafter. Even if other
University of Kentucky. College &ion can be taken frequently and remedies have failed, your druggist
Academy. tied has been officially Humpty Dumpty. Gene Lynn:. Six
of Agriculture, to answer this and continuously by adults and children is authorised to guarantee CreomulNew Students,
appointed.
Children, Mary Cherry, Paul Aldon and to refund every cent of your
Four new students have enroll- many other tobacco questions. Mr. with remarkable resolts.
Pace: who is a laboratosy as- ton. names Lee. Sam Bruce Overdoctors use Creo- money if you are not satisfied with
Thousands
-ed
at Hazel recently. They are Hunt will be in the county April tatilsion in their own families as result, front the very first bottle.
sistant in the chemistry department cast, William Bray. Cletus DenThe schedule will appear well as In their practice knowing Don't worry through another sleepCarlton Wynns. freshman. and Lu- 20-22
has an average of 2.49 during his ham: The Sad Child. Rosemary
bow CreomuLton aids nature to less night-phone or go get a bottle
cille Wynns, seventh grade from in this paper later.
work here in Murray renege lie Wright.
e
soothe the inflamed tnentbmnes and of Creomulsion right now. (Adv.)
Tenn.: Thomas R. Lawwas a member of the clams of 1934 _,Play-L--nbisle Recites-. Cherie* Buchanan,
rence, freshman, front Gleason,
at Hardin High School where he tars: - Mrs. O'Conner, ''the LandTn.: and, John Jackson, senior
was valtelictorian of his class. He lady". Alice Outland; 'Miss Betty
from Kirksey. , •
- a- won a letter in both basketball and Haricot-. "young lady boarder", Nell
Outland; Bill Towne, Betty's sweetbaseball.
Pace is to report for physical ex- heart. Hugh Alton:. Mrs. Haynes, a
amination sometime next-Morith.. widow with a 'little daughter. also
• a boarder, Sibyl Harmon; Marie,
the daughter who recites. Billie
Funeral services for C. E. DowWilcox.
Play-SThe Six S's. in Action." dy. about- 57, who died in a Miami
• •• •
Characters: Bert, Wilmer Dunn: district hospital. 'Tuesday. after a
want to thank our kind Earl. Doiphus Denham: Perry, Ted lingering illness, will be conducted
neighbors and friends for their Braecion; Fred, 0. B. Turnbow at • 11 a. In. today at the Palm
help in the sickness and death of Jr.: Frank. Hugh L Lynn; Jerry, Cemetery at Narapja,. with the
our son Joe Howard, also Mr. and James Herndon-the original mem- Rev. C. N. Walker, pastor of the
Mrs Odell Adams for the flowers. bers of the Six S's; Miss Sanders,' Homestead Baptist church. ofiWe sincerely want to thank Drs. their teacher. Annie King; Alice, dating.
Mr. Dowdy was well known in
Jones and Butterworth for their Mary E. Brandon. Ella. Wilma
kindness. and Mr. Kelly for the Sprague; Violet. Maurene Reeder- the Redland District. He has been
funeral services-Mr and Mrs. alleged teacher's - pets; • Ferdie, a a manager of sevel-al packing
Homer Charlton.
disliked sissy, Will Frank Steely. houses in the Homestead and the
Perrine district, during the past
few years. and was well known in
Leap Year Party
the packing industry.-Park City,
•
February 26. the Home Eco- Florida paper.
nomics Club sponsored a Leap
Mr. Dowdy is a former countian
Year party. Each member, by the
decision of the club, invited a bay and has relatives in this county.
who was a member of the Future He left Calloway over 25 years ago.

family moved to near Locust Grove
Sot week from near Greda Plain.
- Mr, and. Mrs. Rube Altion and
. Linn). visited Mr. and S, itta Melvin Farris and family near Psovo
Sorely looks as if spring is corn I dence Sunday
br is •already here. if The pas 1 .. Mr.lani Mrs. Walte r .ad..ris
and
.
Drive:-s of Packard Motor
few alays are indications. We hope ,famili cif near Murray visited Mr. arrive in Murray Nov. 21st.. tire.
it is Isere, to say the least,
and Mrs. • Hollis Adams Sunday
leaving Detroit Now. 15 on r, -DeSome gardening' is. going on , N. G. Wall was in Murray on troit to Dallas trip. The distance
arc;sisad here with several cabbage busineso Saturday.
of 900 miles was covered in record
and onion slips hsfing been set.
Lillian Walker is to entertain sveed.
.
The men have been busy burn- theyounger social set who..WiFt1 to
ing plant beds.
•
I come with a -leap year party SatMiss Ola Harris dies at Browns
The main occupation in this sec- urday night. March 14. :if weather Grove rks'the result of burns when
tion for the last few days has been is suitable. A13 invitations is ex- her clothing -caught fire
the grading of roads and filling i t/Slicked to soy one- who wishes to
mud _holes.
The party will be held
'come
Gus Nix has moved to town and
Sotrie trading going -n
n With Mr !about one-fourth mile east of the will occupy the J. M. Cole resiCarl Lamb trading his gray horses Green Plain church.
dence.
for a pair of black mules. bless
Mr and Mrs. Manilla On and
Myrtlg Walker sold a - mule colt family are moving to the old Orr
Dr. C 0. Gingles and Dr Victor
to El G. Simmons.,onear Midway. '
fsi
.
aron
Stark denies a report that there is
Thomas Nesbitt Jr. has bought a
Mr and Mrs. Dave Alton of smallpox at Kirksey.
oar was was a visitdl• at the home
owestoos woof& of a _baby
of Rube Alton recently.
,girl born at the home February 28.
Dr....L B. Wall annme
wedanrAgtalltoNlarlePRIlt:---mr arniriterr- -toe's/Mite - and will retire after-Jinni . "
.3• -4ir"e•W
1
surprise to their friends was ,that family oao Me'tbi
sots 8
,
40444
of Miss Annie Sue Larnit to .1oe.mr and Mrs. Rayond,.
m
Rayburn . Burgess Parker and Rudy Smith
Bruce WiLson
lLenet
-Mr.-artit'Mrs.- Elmo 'Wurkmut are appointed- mail 'earners to sueUnion City, Tenn., January 26-- of Murray.
• ceed Bud Warterfield and Hardy
Congratulations are extended to
Mr. and Mrs. Bowman St. John Curd.
the young couple.
and children of Paris visited Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Alton and St. John's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
The Calloway County Medical
Jim Thompson and family Sap- Society met and named the following (Misers; Dr., 0. C. Gingles,
daPy: and Mrs, Kenneth Grogan of Kirksey. president; Dr. J. T Wall,
1, digestion, g s ay, Gilbertsville. Ky . were in Murray Murray. first vice-president; Dr. E.
lama la few hours on business Saturday, B. Houston. Cherry, second -vicesame. 5.9maCh
mai ' tie
Several from this section were president; Dr. P. A. Hart, secretarydived by a tunbc have
tetii c'"Qcw"e t'Y 1-4•1 in Murray Saturday.
treasurer. County board of health
Pierce's Golden Medical
ThankO - very much Eagle. for recommendations were: Dr. G. H
ll:ssamer). Mrs. 11 C.
t1tiatIO of 17..`e Naleatt •your information.' it was greatly Covington. Dr. C. N. Crawford and
.81. Narbsille.'t TlingitI
. DrooP. A. Hart
sasr•
y -Evervtbine I % appreciated.-Scatter-Brain.
IMISPOIr Sr Omy stothatl. Finaliy I decided la
rieice'• omiesi Medical llmcomery.
Zeb A Stewart and wife. Ciarbin,
1"
he the time I bad taken two battles al
.
4 had .
.
twobi,--Read the Claseified Column.
k Amid ho
/1„.Y.. came in to spend the Christ'
New aim. tablet, Meek; r.,..id M.C. lc $1.7.5.
mas holidays with her parents. Mr.
and ..Mrs. J. B. Hay.
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To Talk On Tobacco
Rust Here In April

'TWAS A HARD WINTER
FOR ROADS
With die spring thaw many
roads—of materials that can't
take it—have become almost
impassable from "frost
boils," "honey pots," ruts,
bumps and chuck-holes.
Soon you will see load restriction, warning and detour signs—while repair
crews spend the equivalent
cost of miles of needed new

non aSerrete
roads, please notice, there
was no "spring break-up.'
Year after year conatete
ibads can take it—with loweit maintenance.
Twebe months a year concrete carrics you swiftly,.
safely, economically, saving
gas, tires and car wear everymile you drive.
IfilaiktiVals!...

FOR ALL-WEATHER ROADS INSIST ON CONCRETE!
Write for interesting lx)oklet'“An Open
Letter to Henry Ford." It's FREE!
PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Cita leferchants Bank 'Bkigs
Indianapolis. Ind.
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Dowdy Funeral Is
Held In Florida

Card of Thanks

FRAI
Recomr
000 bu,
tate
1
were 1
budget
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Depart!
Board.

FRAI
Govern
Preside
mendat
. $50,000,1
this ye

Why Gulf is,the Gas for March

FR,
17-"'
have
Heidi
chair
way
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at a
ssion.

SAFETY of our DEPOSITS Is INSURED
by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
1ss $5.000.ve

of

Washington. D. C.. el

4
0
1 /

...in the only car in the lower price range with the

FRAI
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the 192

FAMOUS KNEE-ACTION RIDE*
It is important to go places
WNW
comfortably, just as it is
"I"^U'iTim

NEW PERFECTED
HYDRAULIC BRAKES
(De1/b44rAcrl es, SMCamisslotinel
this safest and smoothest
*vim developed

ODIUM FISH=
VENTILATION
NO
La New Tariret Tap Bodies
this most beculifvf and comfortable
bodies 4r,re treated for a
,
low-priced car

a

imam

DIVERSIFY YOUR CROPS

NaveMoney
PLY business principles to Farming. ... First find
out what kind of crops your lands will best produce
. .. then raise more than one variety of crops on your
land. This is the way to insure yourself against failure.
Hogs, cattie, sheep, and poultry'are money makers if
cared for properly.
START SAVING REGULARLY NOW
We Welcome Your Banking Business

A

KIM AND ITS almost the middle at.
March—the month the old thermometer
'makes an average jump of 5 to 13 degrees.The ,Nfora/?. That yourgas should
be made to (t the,season! If it isn't,-4
you're not getting all the mileage yon
should!...Switch to That GoOd Gulf today. It's specially refined to suit the season-Because it's"Kept in Step with the

Calendar"—allofit goes to work, none owaste!

il goes to

TIDNr?

HAVE SIONEVI

PEOPLES SAVINGS
BANK

Now ildeuey-Saviag
Thee Paynsoat Plant
04,14
1310rel lees del1 /4,
C00.160.11 Cres,

•rd es NI ntrly poy or was

ijEtable known.
It is also the

only car in its price
range with New Perfected Hydraulic
Brakes, Solid •Steel'one-yiece Turret
Top,High-CompressionNalve-in-Head
Engine, and many other features of
e first importance.
See and ride in a new 1936 Chevrolet-today!
CHEVROLET MOTOR CO.. DETROIT. MiCH

SHOCKPROOF STEERINO•
mating driving eerier and safer
the* ever before

ALL THESE FEATURES AT
CHEVROLET'S LOW PRICES

$495
AND UP. Liu ono of New Standard
fono at flint, Mithlon. Fun Manors,
sort tin and tit-flack. the lir, prit• CIO
additional.•Irma.Anion an Moor Moab

545.

MONEYS
•

West Main Street

Phone 97

JOH1
•

streets
_calling
d 1

on o
Of ma
from '
and ti

In rag/ions/. Pr.,. 0.14 Is

tin alsortkameni aro iu,or Fling. Mirkion, and sabot, al rhano without IS01604
A Good is...,. Fele.

PORTER MOTOR:CO.
HAVE

13101
One of
falls n
region
,otadiun

SOLID STEEL ono-piites
TURRET TOP
a crown of beauty, a forfress of safety

,74e.074 cow/46zowprieedewzp
CHEVROLET

TIMM i

• Murray, Ky.

Make Our Bank YOUR Bank

HIGH-COMPRESSION
VALVE-IX-HEAD EXSINE
gtring even &Olaf' performance.
with even lima gos and oil

IMPROVED Quango
KNEE-ACTION RIM'
tIi. smootkesf, safest rid* of off

important to go swiftly,
safely and economically....
And Chevrolet for 1936 maintains its
title of the only complete low-priced car
by being the ortii car in its price range
with the famous Knee-Action Gliding
Rides-the smoothest and most com-
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